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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION
DEVELOPMENT OF NEW STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING
TECHNIQUES
by
Hadi Fekrmandi
Florida International University, 2015
Miami, Florida
Professor Ibrahim Nur Tansel, Major Professor
During the past two decades, many researchers have developed methods for the
detection of structural defects at the early stages to operate the aerospace vehicles safely
and to reduce the operating costs. The Surface Response to Excitation (SuRE) method is
one of these approaches developed at FIU to reduce the cost and size of the equipment.
The SuRE method excites the surface at a series of frequencies and monitors the
propagation characteristics of the generated waves. The amplitude of the waves reaching
to any point on the surface varies with frequency; however, it remains consistent as long
as the integrity and strain distribution on the part is consistent.

These spectral

characteristics change when cracks develop or the strain distribution changes. The SHM
methods may be used for many applications, from the detection of loose screws to the
monitoring of manufacturing operations.
A scanning laser vibrometer was used in this study to investigate the
characteristics of the spectral changes at different points on the parts. The study started
with detecting a load on a plate and estimating its location. The modifications on the part
with manufacturing operations were detected and the Part-Based Manufacturing Process

vi

Performance Monitoring (PbPPM) method was developed. Hardware was prepared to
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed methods in real time.
Using low-cost piezoelectric elements and the non-contact scanning laser
vibrometer successfully, the data was collected for the SuRE and PbPPM methods.
Locational force, loose bolts and material loss could be easily detected by comparing the
spectral characteristics of the arriving waves. On-line methods used fast computational
methods for estimating the spectrum and detecting the changing operational conditions
from sum of the squares of the variations. Neural networks classified the spectrums
when the desktop – DSP combination was used. The results demonstrated the feasibility
of the SuRE and PbPPM methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1.

Structural Health Monitoring
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is a growing field that attracts a considerable

research effort from scientists all over the world. Only in the United States are the
maintenance and scheduled inspection of aging civil structures, industrial equipment and
machinery costs more than $200 billion every year [1]. Structural health monitoring has
multiple aspects and applications.
In condition-based monitoring (CBM), the goal is to replace the schedule-based
maintenance with condition-based maintenance. This way, unnecessary maintenance
sessions and consequent costs involved with the shutdown of the system would be
eliminated. A new trend is to include the sensors and embedded monitoring systems
within the structure from design and manufacturing stages. Such approach for health
monitoring not only could reduce the installation costs of the SHM system and increase
the reliability and safety, but also optimize the final weight, size and cost of systems. In
prognostics and health management (PHM), the purpose is to diagnose the pattern of
creation and development of defect in structure through proper data analysis and
interpretation. This knowledge is used to predict the remaining life of the engineering
structures. Such approach is especially important for aging structures and allows many
civil and aerospace structures to stay in service beyond their original design life cycle.
SHM methods may be divided in two main groups: passive and active methods
[3]. Passive-methods use one or multiple sensors to monitor temperature, acceleration,
stress or other physical characteristics to identify the problems. The Impedance [4,5] and
Lamb-wave [1,6] methods are very widely studied active SHM methods. Active-methods
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excite the system with vibrations, heat, forces or other physical inputs. Problems are
detected by evaluating the monitored signals of the sensors attached to the structure.
Active SHM systems are similar to non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods. Both
categories of techniques are trying to detect the presence and extent of damage in the
structure. The only difference is that the advances in sensors and embedded electronic
systems have made it possible to have them be permanently installed on the structure and
provide online information about its status. However, the size and cost of conventional
NDE transducers impedes them being used directly installed on structure for SHM
purposes. Piezoelectric elements and recently developed miniature actuators/sensors
allowed the implementation of SHM methods in many applications. Structural health
monitoring using piezoelectric elements is performed via multiple approaches [2]: (a)
wave propagation (b) frequency response function (c) electromechanical impedance.

1.2.

Rayleigh-Lamb Surface Guided Waves
Guided waves are elastic waves that propagate in solid structures. Lamb waves

are a type of guided wave that propagates in plate and shell-like structures with free
surfaces. The mathematical analysis of Lamb waves was developed and published by H.
Lamb in 1917 [7]. Based on the pattern of motions, Lamb waves could be divided into
two categories of symmetric and anti-symmetric waves (Figure 1-1).

2

Figure 1-1 Lamb wave modes (a) Symmetric (b) Anti-symmetric
Rayleigh waves are another type of guided wave that travels close to the surface
of solid structures [8]. They include both longitudinal and transverse motions and could
be generated by piezoelectric-based transducers. Guided waves particle motion happens
on a single surface. Worlton produced guided waves for the first time experimentally in
1961 [9] and realized their potential application in non-destructive tests. Mindlin, in 1951
[10], completed a comprehensive theory for elastic waves and the governing equation of
motion was presented in the form of:
Equation 1-1:

(𝜆𝜆 + 𝜇𝜇)∇∇. 𝒖𝒖 + 𝜇𝜇∇2 𝒖𝒖 = 𝜌𝜌𝒖𝒖̈

Where 𝒖𝒖 is the displacement vector along the 3-axis coordinate system. 𝜆𝜆 and 𝜇𝜇

are Lame’s constants for the isotropic material while 𝜌𝜌 is the density. Mindlin used the
Helmholtz decomposition method to split the equation into scalar and vector components.

Then, considering the directional propagation of the waves, he found the harmonic
solution for the set of differential equations. Applying the traction-free boundary
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conditions, and the zero determinate condition for the non-trivial solution of matrix
equations led to the Rayleigh-Lamb equations:
Equation 1-2:

tan 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽
tan 𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼

−4𝛼𝛼𝛼𝛼𝜉𝜉 2

= �(𝜉𝜉2 −𝛽𝛽2 )�

±1

Here, b is the thickness of the plate, and α and β are constants based on the bulk

longitudinal and shear wave speeds, respectively.

These equations yield the relation between the excitation angular frequency ω and

the phase velocity cp = ω⁄ξ which is called dispersion property. This means that the

wave velocity is dependent on the frequency of the wave. This phenomenon could be
presented by dispersion curves [Figure 1-2].

Figure 1-2 Dispersion curves for symmetric and anti-symmetric lamb waves [1]
Surface-guided waves are employed in structural health monitoring due to their
unique property of being able to travel long distances with minimal dissipation. This
allows for monitoring a large area on the target structure from a single sensor point while
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limiting the number for sensors required to establish the SHM sensor network. In the
lamb-wave-based damage detection techniques, knowing the propagation velocity of the
certain frequency of guided wave, it is possible to detect the surface damages by
monitoring the delay from a returning pulse [6].

1.3.

Electromechanical Impedance Method
The Electromechanical Impedance (EMI) method is a new emerging structural

health monitoring method. It has been proven that the presence of damages and structural
defects causes the mechanical impedance of structure to change. However, it is very
difficult to directly measure the mechanical impedance of structures with different shapes
and configurations. On the other hand, piezoelectric transducers are used to indirectly
measure this quantity [5,62,108]. Once a piezoelectric transducer is bonded to the
mechanical structure, an electromechanical coupling exists between the electrical
impedance of the piezoelectric transducer and the mechanical impedance of the structure.
The electromechanical admittance Y depends on mechanical impedances of monitored
structure 𝑍𝑍𝑀𝑀 and the piezoelectric transducer 𝑍𝑍𝑎𝑎 according to work by Sun et al. [108]:
Equation 1-3:

𝑇𝑇
𝑌𝑌 = 𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗𝑗 �𝜀𝜀33
− 𝑍𝑍

𝑍𝑍𝑀𝑀

𝑀𝑀 +𝑍𝑍𝑎𝑎

2 𝐸𝐸
𝑑𝑑31
𝑌𝑌11 �

𝐸𝐸
The superscripts E and T stand for mechanical stress and electric field. 𝑌𝑌11
is

Young’s modulus, 𝜀𝜀 is electric permittivity and 𝑎𝑎 is geometric constant of the
piezoelectric transducer.

Park and Inman [112] determined the electromechanical impedance by directly
measuring the voltage and current from the PZT element (Figure 1-3).
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Figure 1-3 Schematic of indirect measurement of mechanical impedance of structure
using electromechanical impedance (EMI) method
In SHM of aerospace structures, promising results has been obtained in detecting
damages by the EMI method in the vicinity of piezoelectric transducers. However, for
failures distant from the piezoelectric transducer, the method showed to be insensitive. In
fact, the effective range is in millimeters and centimeters rather than meters [109]. The
introducing damage to structures causes the impedance diagram to change, which is
manifested by frequency shifts in some peaks, emerging of new peaks and increase of
some peaks’ amplitudes [1].
A key issue in the correct estimating the size of failure in the EMI method is the
proper selection of frequency range [110]. Various types of flaws including fatigue
cracks and corrosion in aluminum riveted panels [111], delamination in composite
patches [110] and loosenings in piping bolt joints [112] can be identified using this
method. The majority of literature results have been obtained using laboratory the
impedance analyzer, which is considerably expensive and bulky, and the practical
implementing the method is pending on further hardware and software developments
[27]. For measuring the impedance of the host structure using the EMI method, both
direct piezoelectric effect (Figure 1-4) and inverse piezoelectric effect are used.
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Figure 1-4 The contraction and expansion of PZT material due to direct piezoelectric
effect
First, the structure is excited based on the inverse piezoelectric effect, where the
strain is produced in the transducer due to electrical charge and the strain is transferred to
the structure due to the bonding. Then, the electrical impedance is quantified based on the
direct piezoelectric effect, where electrical charge is induced in piezoelectric elements
due to the presence of strain. The electromechanical impedance is determined by directly
evaluating the voltage and current from PZT [112].
Analytical models for simulating the electromechanical impedance method are
limited to simple structures like plate, beam and rod [37, 38]. Numerical modeling of the
EMI method has been subjected to previous studies in order to predict the crack growth
or find the location of PZT transducers on the surface of the structure. Coupled field
analysis, which takes both mechanical motions and electrical characteristics into account,
was found to be the most efficient method for modeling complex structures [39, 40].
The surface response to the excitation method (SuRE) [29] monitors the health of
the structure using characteristics similar to the EMI method. A piezoelectric element
excites the surface waves and another piezoelectric element monitors the surface waves
in another point on the structure. Piezoelectric elements are inexpensive and their
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sensitivities are very high. However, it is not practical to attach tens of piezoelectric
elements to the surface to evaluate the surface response characteristics of many points. In
this study, the scanning laser vibrometer (SLV) was used to evaluate the surface response
characteristics at a grid of scan points. The SLV uses the Doppler effect to measure the
surface oscillations and its sensing mechanism is illustrated in Figure 1-5.

Figure 1-5 scanning laser vibrometer structure and sensing mechanism
The method has proved to be effective in detecting a variety of structural defects,
including tool wear [31], loose bolts [32] and compressive loads in beam [33] and plate
[34] structures. The SuRE method requires a separate sensor in addition to the
piezoelectric actuator. This technique, which has been used for the experimentations of
this study, will be further discussed in chapter 3.
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1.4.

Manufacturing Process Monitoring
For many years, monitoring technology was limited to expensive aerospace

industries. Recently, due to advances in computer systems, sensor technology and data
processing, it is possible to develop specialized monitoring systems for other fields,
including automated manufacturing. In classical tool condition monitoring (TCM) [35],
several parameters like cutting force, vibration and temperature have been used to
monitor the tool life (Figure 1-6).

Machining

• Drilling
• Grinding
• Milling
• Tapping
• Turning

Signals and
Sensors

• Cutting Force
• Sound and
Vibration
• Acoustic
Emission
• Temprature

Signal
Processing

• Fourier
• Wavelet
• HilbertHuang
• Time Series
• Statistical

Classifying

• Clustering
• NN
• LDA
• HMM

Tool State

• Wear
• Chipping
• Breackage
• Failure
• Chatter

Figure 1-6 The framework of tool condition monitoring [114]
The new trend in manufacturing monitoring is the machining process monitoring
(MPM), where the goal is to monitor the entire machining process to increase the quality
and accuracy of the final product while reducing costs originating from tool failure and
machine shut-down time [114]. MPM is needed not only to increase the productivity and
product quality, but also to identify the risks to damage of the work-piece and machine
components.
Manufacturing society has been using methods similar to SHM techniques for
process monitoring. Recently, part-based manufacturing process performance monitoring
(PbPPM) was introduced to monitor the manufacturing process based on the data
collected directly from work pieces [36]. The purpose of this method is to detect various
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manufacturing malfunctions, including tool breakage, chatter, manipulator out of
calibration, and surface roughness by only monitoring the work-piece.

Figure 1-7 part-based process performance monitoring (PbPPM)[36]
1.5.

Organization of the thesis
This dissertation consists of eight chapters. At the beginning, we will illustrate the

potential of the surface response to the excitation method for SHM and MPM by using
the finite element method. Then, the SuRE method, will be implemented using the
scanning laser vibrometer to improve its capabilities. Later, this method will be used to
monitor the machining applications. The performance of a digital signal processing-based
device developed for implementing the SuRE was compared to laboratory equipment
results.


In chapter 1, an introduction to the structural health monitoring and the
contribution of techniques of this study is presented.



In chapter 2, the state of art in structural health monitoring (SHM) and
manufacturing process monitoring (MPM) is presented.
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In chapter 3, the surface response to the excitation method is introduced and
signals, computational methods, signal processing, experimental set-up and
implementation techniques are discussed.



In chapter 4, COMSOL is used to simulate the surface response to excitation
method in a frequency domain study and evaluate its potential application for
manufacturing process monitoring.



In chapter 5, the loading condition detection capability of the SuRE method is
assessed using the scanning laser vibrometer and then applied to examine the
integrity of loose bolts.



In chapter 6, the SuRE method is evaluated for remote performance monitoring of
manufacturing machining operations, including drilling, cutting and milling.



In chapter 7, the performance of the SuRE method, the reliability of each
implementation technique and the computational accuracy of its algorithms are
compared to each other.



In chapter 8, the pros and cons of the SuRE method for SHM and Part-Based
MPM are presented and the potential for future work is discussed.
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2. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS WORKS
In this chapter, a literature survey over the state of the art of structural health
monitoring using high-frequency surface guided waves is presented. An overview of the
most impactful and recent studies for numerical simulations, measurement techniques,
damage detection algorithms, signal processing methods, decision making strategies and
machining monitoring systems is covered.

2.1.

Major SHM methods for aerospace applications
The propagation of elastic surface guided waves on the structures has been

studied extensively and structural health monitoring (SHM) systems have been developed
[41].

Guided Lamb-wave-based methods [42,41] and electromechanical impedance

(EMI)-based methods [58,59] are the most commonly used active SHM methods.
The surface guided waves (Lamb waves) are introduced to the structure through a
piezoelectric actuator in the Lamb wave approach and the propagation of them is
monitored at the same and/or additional point(s) via sensor(s). Structural problems are
detected from the change of the characteristics of the monitored signals. Generally,
development of additional wave patterns and their delays indicated the presence of
defects and their locations. A comprehensive state of art for these methods is presented
at reference [42]. This approach can be used for many large structures, since the
generated Lamb waves are capable of traveling along the plates of many materials with
very little attenuation [43, 44, 45]. However, the difficulty of sampling such a high speed
wave, following multiple wave modes, complexity of wave propagation and reflections
from boundaries creates significant challenges for the researchers [46].
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The second major SHM approach is the impedance method [5]. This approach
evaluates the impedance of a piezoelectric element attached to the surface of the
structure. Experimental studies have shown that the impedance characteristics within a
carefully selected frequency range change, when various defects are created at the
structure or loading changes. Most of the researchers used the impedance analyzer,
which automatically generates the signal and analyzes the collected data.
Tansel et al. [47] developed the surface response to excitation method (SuRE) to
evaluate the same characteristics by using a simpler experimental setup. The SuRE
method evaluated the surface-response characteristics similar to the EMI, but required
simpler instrumentation. A piezoelectric element excites the surface and the surface
response is evaluated with a similar piezoelectric sensor. The EMI and SuRE methods
calculate the sum of the squares of the differences of the real part of the impedance and
magnitude of the transfer function, respectively.

The impedance method is more

sensitive to the loading conditions compared to the Lamb wave method. In the impedance
method, only a single piezoelectric element is used both for exciting and sensing.
Detecting a point load on the structure could be used for detecting the loose bolts in the
joints. This way, the integrity of structural bolt joints could be examined using this
method and any possible loose components could be identified.
Most of the researchers have used the laser vibrometers for health monitoring by
evaluating the modal parameters like mode shapes, natural frequencies and damping
ratios [1-48]. Sharma [49] used the scanning laser vibrometer to get information to
calculate the strain energy distribution for defect detection. Staszewski et al [50-51-52]
have used the laser vibrometer to capture the Lamb waves to evaluate the integrity of an
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aluminum plate. Marterelli [53] also made important contribution to laser-based
scanning. Leong et al. 52] used SLV in an effort to detect fatigue cracks using highfrequency guided waves. In their study, the Lamb wave method was used.
Since the impedance method uses only a single piezoelectric element, it is not
possible to implement this technique using non-contact SLV sensors. However,
separating the sensor and exciter in the SuRE allows the SLV to collect data from a
virtually infinite number of points. This way, the SuRE will have both advantages of the
Lamb and the impedance method. Like the Lamb wave method, The SuRE method will
cover large areas since it uses surface guided waves and at the same time it will be able to
detect the loads since it has similar characteristics to the impedance method. This will be
discussed further in chapter 5.

2.2.

Inspecting bolts by using SHM methods
Many structural health-monitoring (SHM) techniques are developed to improve

the reliability and safety of the systems, while the maintenance costs and service time are
reduced. Some of these methods are developed for detecting loose bolts. Bolt joints have
been widely used in many civil, mechanical and aerospace structures. In some critical
operations, any failure could have catastrophic consequences and manual inspection of
the bolts is not feasible. The development of remote monitoring techniques is necessary
to address these applications.
Todd et al. [57] evaluated the condition of bolt joints by using the modal
parameters. He experimentally found that the modal properties were relatively insensitive
to the clamping force as long as they were above a critical level. Todd suggested
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evaluating the modal parameters might not be a reliable approach for assessing the
condition of the bolt joints. He recommended alternative methods should be considered
for developing more sensitive monitoring techniques.
Peairs et al. [13] employed the impedance-based structural health monitoring
technique by applying high-frequency excitations through a PZT transducer. He found
that the impedance characteristics were sensitive to loosening bolts. Peairs also tried to
replace the impedance analyzer with a smaller and more effective device, since it was
heavy and bulky.

Ritdumrongkul et al. [60] studied the structural integrity of two

aluminum beams connected through a bolted joint. They found the EMI method
promising; however, it was mentioned that the application of the method to real structures
required further study of the characteristics of more complex structures and
environmental effects. Chakraborty et al. [61] introduced an advanced time-frequency
signal processing technique for detecting loose bolts in complex structures. The method
required a significant amount of experimental data for the training of the damage
classification algorithm. Chakraborty suggested the use of numerical simulation for
preparing training data.
Previous studies have proven that the impedance method performed considerably
better for health monitoring of bolted joints like gas pipelines and composite structures
[29,62]. The location of the loose bolts could be estimated if multiple elements were
installed carefully. In critical applications like the integrity of bolt joints in satellites [63],
it was hard to access and impractical to create a large network of PZT sensors.
Liang et al. [63] first developed a one-degree of freedom model for a coupled
electromechanical PZT actuator system. The study showed that the change of the
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structural impedance would dominate the electrical impedance of the piezoelectric
element. Monitoring the impedance of the PZT with an impedance analyzer was enough
to determine the condition of the structure. To evaluate the condition of the structure, the
real part of the impedance was analyzed, since it was more sensitive to structural
damages [64].
In section 5.2 of chapter 5, the integrity of a bolted-joint section of a robot will be
inspected by non-contact implementing the surface response to the excitation (SuRE)
method using the SLV. The motivation behind this study is to introduce SLV as an
alternative to sensor networks. In many critical applications, such as the inspection of the
control surfaces of rockets at the launch pad, the use of SLV could be easily justified. The
frequency domain methods have not been implemented through non-contact sensors for
health assessment of multi-bolt joints in previous studies.

2.3.

Detection of structural defects with SHM methods
All guided-wave-based structural health-monitoring methods use some sort of

signal processing for sensory data. The objective is to extract some information about the
presence and location of damage, type of damage and its severity for prognostics of
remaining life. In the Lamb-wave-based methods, the damage is detected by calculating
the time delay of the incoming pulse. An effective signal processing method isolates the
time-frequency centers of the pulses from propagated waves, specifies their associated
modes and addresses the issue of noise in the signal [41]. Although it is possible to
borrow some of the techniques from non-destructive evaluation (NDE), the algorithms of
SHM must be computationally efficient enough to run real-time.
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Preprocessing and data cleansing is necessary, especially where the sensor is
susceptible to noise or the feature extraction is not robust to noise. These groups of
techniques include statistical averaging [117], wavelet transform and filtering [118], and
outlier reduction [119]. A comprehensive review of low-pass filters for data cleansing is
presented in the reference [120].
After data cleansing, the proper features and parameters for damage detection are
selected and extracted from the signal. Features are the best parameters of signal to
represent the health condition of the structure. The Lamb guided wave-based methods are
generally categorized into time-frequency analysis and sensor array approaches. In fact,
the features are inputs for any pattern recognition algorithm [121]
While Fourier analysis only reveals the frequency content of the signal, it does not
provide any information about when each of the components arrived to the sensor. In the
time-frequency representations (TFRs), the diagram involves a time axis that actually
shows when each of the frequency components entered the signal. These techniques are
well suited to Lamb wave methods that work based on sending-receiving pulses and
figuring out the damage by calculating the time delay. This is important, especially
considering the dispersive property of Lamb-waves where different frequency and mode
shapes of guided waves travel with different speeds. Once the time-frequency image is
generated, the locations of frequency centers are identified to find the exact time interval
(Figure 2-1).
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Figure 2-1 Essential steps in guided-wave-based structural health monitoring [41]
Various techniques [122] have been used to isolate multiple closely space guided
wave modes in time and frequency. Recently, wavelet transform has emerged as a very
important signal processing technique for feature extraction and the selection of signals
[123]. There are two types of wavelet transforms; the continuous wavelet transform is
more suitable for time-frequency graph generation while the discrete wavelet transform is
mostly suitable for feature extraction and selection.
The second major trend in Lamb-guided wave-based techniques is using an array
of sensors on the structure. This allows both time and spatial dimensions to be considered
in calculations. The goal is to identify the individual guided wave modes and their
corresponding amplitudes at certain propagation distances [124]. Since it has been proven
that different modes of guided waves are sensitive to different types of defects, an array
of sensors could target various types of structural damages [125]. Some algorithms use a
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linear sensor array for directional detection [126]. The idea is to use an appropriate signal
processing to find the direction of incoming waves and therefore virtually scan the
structure without moving the sensors. Another advantage of this approach is that a radar
type of scanning sensors allows keeping the number of sensors minimal [127].
Beamforming [128] is a signal processing technique that is developed based on the linear
array of piezo sensors for damage detection and localization. Methods based on
beamforming have been able to detect cracks that are not directly located in the field of
sensor arrays. Methods based on this technique have been able to locate the damage with
exceptional accuracy in isotropic plate structures [129].
Integrated solutions are efficient designs of guided-wave-based SHM systems that
include sensors and actuators, wirings and data processing within an embedded system.
Among theses technologies are: “SMART Suitcase” [134], Integrated Vehicle Health
Management “IVHM” [135] and the diagnostic network patch [136]. Some of the crucial
issues involved in development of integrated systems are to include wireless
communication capability to address the issues related to wires and local computational
power to limit the volume of data required to be transferred. In the case of active SHM
techniques, the power supply for actuators is another challenge in front of the embedded
solution. (Figure 2-2)
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Figure 2-2 Wireless embedded device developed by Lynch et al. [137]

2.4.

Automated interpreting SHM signals with neural networks
Pattern is a certain behavior of selected features that could be used to indicate the

state of health of structure. Neural networks are one of the most popular pattern
recognition techniques used in guided wave-based damage detection techniques in plates.
Spectrographic features in the time-frequency domain have been used to train neural
networks. Practical application has been proved in composite laminates [130], aluminum
T-joints [131] and metallic welds [132]. To overcome the problem of overtraining, the
support vector machine (SVM) was used to classify defects in metal matrix composites
[133].
Neural networks are systems composed of simple elements operating in parallel.
These are inspired in biological nervous systems. The network function is determined by
the connections between the elements (nodes). The training of the neural network
consists of adjusting the values of the connections between elements (weights) [72]. For
computing the weights of these elements several types of algorithms can be used. These
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algorithms differ in the activation and training function used for connect nodes of the
neural network
The Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [73] was designed to approach second-order
training speed without having to compute the Hessian matrix. When the performance
function has the form of a sum of squares (as is typical in training feed forward
networks), then the Hessian matrix can be approximated in terms of the Jacobean. For a
more detailed discussion of the scaled conjugate gradient algorithm see Ref [74]
The scaled conjugate gradient algorithm is based on conjugate directions, but this
algorithm does not perform a line search for each iteration. For a more detailed
discussion of the scaled conjugate gradient algorithm see Ref
In order to compare which algorithm has a better performance, the following
function to measure the error is used:
Equation 2-1

∑𝑛𝑛 |𝑍𝑍 −𝑍𝑍� |

𝚤𝚤
𝑖𝑖=0 𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒 �Z, 𝑍𝑍�� = 100 × (max(𝑍𝑍)−min(𝑍𝑍))×𝑛𝑛

where, Z is target function vector, Z ̃ is neural network output vector and n is
number of points of the matrix of reference.

2.5.

Monitoring the performance of machining operations
Machining process monitoring is an essential part of the automated manufacturing

processes [75,76]. The purpose is to improve tool maintenance and product quality. The
need for manufacturing automation and demand for more sophisticated parts are major
reasons for the development of intelligent machine tools. There are still major challenges
for the practical application of current monitoring systems due to the reliability and costly
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implementation procedure. Many methods have been developed to evaluate the
manufacturing operations; however, the complexity and the cost of these systems limit
their implementation in industry.
There are two fundamental approaches in the machining condition monitoring
field, direct and indirect methods [77,78]. Direct methods such as vision-based or optical
methods directly measure the dimensions of the tool or the work-piece to identify the
product quality. Their application requires the tool and work-piece to be cleaned from the
chips and fluids.
During the metal cutting operation, chips and cooling fluid could easily block the
vision of the camera. Due to this reason, although being extremely accurate, the practical
application of direct methods has been limited to the laboratory. On the other hand, the
indirect methods have the advantage of not interrupting the operation. During the
manufacturing operations, several parameters influenced and could be employed for
monitoring the state of the tool or metal removal process [79]. Among those parameters
measurement of cutting forces

[80,81], acoustic emission signal [82,83], ultrasonic

signal [84], currents of servo drivers [84] and the combination of them [86] have been
used more frequently.
Various signal processing methods could be used to process the data. Wavelet
Transform [87,88], Short Fourier Transform [6], Hilbert–Huang Transform [89] and
singular value decomposition method [90] were used as processing techniques for the
above-mentioned signal readings. Also, in multi-sensor methods, a combination of the
sensor data has been used [91] and its sensitivity was compared [92]. The last step in
developing a process monitoring technique is to find a decision-making approach. When
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developing any machining process monitoring method, the amount of complexity of the
system should be considered carefully. Otherwise, the complexity of the system would
compromise any future industrial application.
Hsieh et al. [98] applied a neural network method for spindle vibration-based tool
wear monitoring in micro- milling. However, their methodology was not able to
distinguish if the change in energy level of the other frequency domain signals was due to
the worn tool or they were affected by changes in parameters such as material and noise.
Cus et al. [99] used the Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Interference System (ANFIS) to predict
the flank wear of the tool in the end milling process. Neural network was used as a
decision-making system to predict the condition of the tool and the cutting forces are
used as an indicator of the tool flank wears variation. However, due to the high
computational power required for training the neural network, their method required
parallel processing for the monitoring of the cutting process with high reliability; they
suggested different decision-making tools, such as fuzzy logic, to be applied to obtain a
smaller error of detection.
Brecher et al. [103] used NC kernel data for surface roughness monitoring in
milling operations. He used experimentation in order to obtain the data to be modeled
with artificial neural networks (ANNs) for surface roughness average parameter
predictions. The major drawback of the method was that it required performing several
prior cutting tests in the corresponding machine tool, cutting tool, tool holder, and
material combination. Huang [104] developed an intelligent neural-fuzzy model for an inprocess surface roughness monitoring system in end milling operations. The disadvantage
of fuzzy-net was that when the number of fuzzy sets was increased, there was a need for
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training data to be increased to fulfill all the possible IF-THEN rules. Marinescun. et al.
[105] developed an on-line automated monitoring method based on acoustic emission
(AE) measurement for surface anomalies during the milling of aerospace alloys. Their
method reduced surface anomalies by a process monitoring solution that detects work
piece anomalies associated with the cutting tooth of a milling cutter through signal
analysis, which causes improvement of fault detection and the avoidance of surface
anomalies or tool malfunctions. Although the method was efficient in controlling the tool
to minimize process malfunctions in milling operations, it was reported that in higher
feeds and speeds, the system was limited by the processing capability of the operating
system and amount of data processing needed to detect the malfunctions. Quintana et al.
[106] developed a process solution that controls the surface process based on artificial
neural network models by capturing the vibrations that occur during metal removal
operation with the help of piezoelectric accelerometers. The method calculates the current
in-process roughness average, looks at the cutting parameters and applies the neural
network developed using dynamic parameters measurement. Like similar methods, an
extensive number of experiments is required to be carried out to increase the software
performance by training the network on the basis of a large number of experiences. Bisu
et al. [107] proposed a method based on the vibration analysis that refers to the spectral
envelope based on Hilbert transform, and identifies mechanical defects to obtain a better
response on the milling process quality. In chapter 6 of this study, the SuRE method is
used to develop an efficient non-contact milling process monitoring.
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3. SURFACE RESPONSE TO EXCITATION (SURE) METHOD
3.1.

Introduction
The Electromechanical Impedance Method (EMI) monitors the impedance change

of a piezoelectric element as it reacts to vibrations in the structure. The Lamb Wave
Method monitors the propagations of the waves. It is used to estimate the location of the
defects by measuring the delay of the arriving wave; however, it is not as sensitive to the
variation of the compressive forces applied to the structure as the Impedance Method. In
practice, most of the researchers use an impedance analyzer such as HP 4194A for
characterization of the piezoelectric element when implementing the Impedance Method.
These impedance analyzers are expensive, their excitation signal power is limited, and
the user has limited control over determining the transfer function or excitation signal.
They may also have problems when the piezoelectric elements are attached to long wires
or there are additional components in the circuit.

Analog Devices like 5933/5934

impedance-to-digital converter (IDC) offer another approach to measure impedance;
however, IDCs are not as powerful as impedance analyzers.

When the impedance

analyzers and IDCs are used, the user selects the test frequencies. The device manages
signal generation, data collection and analysis. There are two approaches alternative to
impedance analyzers. The first approach directly replaces the impedance analyzer with a
circuit [12,13,14,15]. A data acquisition system with a programmed real-time analyzer,
Digital Signal Processor (DSP) or spectrum analyzer may be used to monitor the
characteristics of the piezoelectric element with the help of a relatively simple circuit.
The second approach excites a piezoelectric element attached to the structure. The
dynamic characteristics of that piezoelectric element and the attached structure are
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monitored using second piezoelectric element [16,17,18]. The spectrum analyzer or
signal generator-voltmeter combination [17,18] have been used for this approach. Tansel
and co-workers called this approach Surface Response to Excitation (SuRE) [30] .

3.2.

Excitation and sensing of the SuRE method
The Surface Response to Excitation (SuRE) method is an emerging structural

health monitoring technique. With similar characteristics to the electromechanical
impedance method, the state of health of the structure is determined based on changes in
signature characteristic spectrums. The difference is that the signature spectrum is
generated as the frequency transfer function between the excitation point and the sensing
point. Therefore, in the SuRE method, the excitation and sensing are performed using
separate sets of elements. This means that instead of only one piezoelectric transducer
making measurement from a single point, the measurements could be captured from any
point on the structure.
The SuRE method excites the high-frequency surface-guided waves over a range
of high frequencies. The excitation is in fact in the form of sine wave covering from
starting frequency to stopping frequency. Usually, the minimum start frequency is 20
kHz, slightly above the audible zone to avoid the hazardous sound in the lab
environment. The maximum of the end frequency depends on the maximum speed of
analogue to digital conversion available in the data acquisition card. Another parameter
that limits the maximum end frequency is the exciter transducer’s specification. In the
experimentations of this study, this parameter varies depending on the equipment or
device being used. A schematic of the SuRE method is shown in Figure 3-1.
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Figure 3-1 Schematic of the Surface Response to Excitation (SuRE) method
The SuRE method has advantages from both Lamb-wave-based and EMI-based
approaches that were described in the previous sections. Similar to Lamb-wave-based
techniques, the surface guided waves are being excited in the SuRE method and it is
possible to monitor large areas on the structure, and the area of detection is not limited to
the vicinity of the transducer. On the other side, using the signature spectrum for SHM
allows the SuRE method to retain some of the unique characteristics of the EMI method.
The fundamental assumption of the SuRE and the impedance method are similar. The
impedance method assumes that the real part of the impedance of any point on the
structure within a carefully selected frequency range is like a fingerprint. For the SuRE
method, this is the magnitude of the transfer function or the spectrum of the monitored
signal.
This representative curve should be the same as long as the structural integrity or
loading is not changed. The spectrum of the monitored signal without any change at the
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loading condition is presented in Figure 3-2 (a). The spectrums changed drastically when
the load was applied in Figure 3-2 (b). [33]

Figure 3-2 (a) The spectrums of a point on the grid for two successive no load scans (b)
Spectrums of a point on the grid before and after the load was applied
3.3.

Excitation signal and analysis of the sensory data
There are two major excitation and signal analysis approaches for the SuRE

method. The first method excites the surface with a since wave and analyzes the sensory
signal by using the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT). The spectrum is captured by the
peak hold of simultaneous FFT of the incoming signal from the sensor.
Figure 3-3 shows capturing the peak of FFT of the measured signal during a complete
sweeping cycle created the frequency spectrum. Since the excitation frequency at any
time is a pure sine wave, in the frequency domain it has only a single peak. Since each
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excited frequency transfers with different amplitudes, as the sweep happens, the
amplitude of peak drops and increases. The peak-hold procedure draws the signature
spectrum by capturing the footprint of the sweep at each frequency as it passes
throughout the entire frequency range.

Figure 3-3 FFT of sweep sine wave excitation and corresponding peak hold spectrum
In the second approach, the time domain data is used directly to generate the
frequency transfer function. For this purpose, the structure is excited at a series of
frequencies one by one. In this study, the Teager-Kaiser (TKA) [19,20], Goertzel [21],
RMS and the average of the positive readings algorithms will be discussed for estimating
the characteristics of the piezo-structure combination.
The advantage of the second approach is that it allows embedded implementing of
the SuRE method using digital signal processors (DSPs). While complicated signal
transforms are hard to implement on embedded system, simpler amplitude estimation
algorithms could be efficiently used to capture the system characteristics. An example of
a typical time domain set of data is shown in Figure 3-4.
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Figure 3-4 (a) Received signal in the time domain (b) Zoom of the received signal in the
time domain [138]
The spectrogram of the excitation wave is shown in Figure 3-5. At any time, only
one frequency step is excited and the amplitude of the response is measured in the sensor,
which could be a second piezo or a non-contact laser scan point.
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Figure 3-5 Spectrogram of excitation signal
The surface is excited by using a piezoelectric element when the SuRE method is
used. Rather than measuring the impedance changes of the ceramic disc, this method
excites it with a sine wave voltage. This creates waves on the surface. The wave
generation, propagation and amplitude of the received signal at the sensor are different at
each frequency. The amplitude variation pattern (spectrum) at the monitored frequency
range is the same as long as the surface stays at the same condition. This spectrum
changes when the part experiences any changes including defects, cracks, loading, cuts,
holes, welding and coating. These spectrum changes can be monitored to detect the listed
conditions at the part. In order to compare the spectrums to each other, the sum of square
of differences (SSD) method is used. Figure 3-6 shows the increased SSD once the
spectrum is altered due to the change in the original condition of the structure.
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Figure 3-6 The change of squares of the differences (SSD’s) in drilling operation

3.4.

Computational methods for calculation of the spectrum of the signal
The SuRE method gives flexibility to the user in terms of the excitation signal,

actuator, sensor, data acquisition system and signal processing.

3.4.1. Fast Fourier Transform
The Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [139] is used for computer-based
frequency domain analysis. Applications include spectral analysis, de-noising,
compression and filtering. The signal requires being discrete in time and having a finite
duration before its DFT could be calculated. The discrete Fourier transform of 𝑥𝑥[𝑛𝑛]
signal with N number for samples is calculated from Equation 3-1:
Equation 3-1

−𝑗𝑗
∑𝑁𝑁−1
𝑥𝑥=0 𝑥𝑥[𝑛𝑛]𝑒𝑒

2𝜋𝜋
𝑘𝑘 𝑛𝑛
𝑁𝑁

Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is a fast computational algorithm for DFT.
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3.4.2. The Teager-Kaiser Algorithm
The Teager-Kaiser Algorithm (TKA) [140] is an extremely convenient method for
the analysis of pure harmonic signals. In theory, since the TKA estimates the frequency
and the amplitude at the same time, the user does not need to keep track of the frequency
of the signal separately.

However, in practice, the noise, limited information, and

difficulty of estimating of two variables from two inputs limited the performance of the
method. In addition, calculating the frequency was not necessary with the DSP since the
frequency was a known value, sent from the DSP to the Digital Data Synthesizer (DDS).

3.4.3. The Goertzel Algorithm
The Goertzel algorithm [21,24] may be used to estimate the amplitude of a pure
sine wave signal once the coefficient, which corresponds to the frequency of the signal, is
calculated. The estimate can then be updated for each sampling or performed at once
after the signals at the same frequency are collected. The estimations are good and
theoretically the contamination from the other frequencies is ignored. This is a wellknown and widely used method for DSP applications.

3.4.4. Sine Wave RMS and Mean Value Methods
As stated earlier, the monitored output signal is a sine wave. Because of this, the
properties of the shape of a sine wave could be exploited for quick and effective
calculations. The magnitude of a sine wave is proportional to its RMS value and the
average value of either the positive or negative sides [25].
The RMS values is calculated with Equation 3-2:
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∑ 𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖)2

𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 = �

Equation 3-2

𝑁𝑁

Where the “N” is the number of samples of the x(i) signal. The amplitude “a” is
calculated by Equation 3-3:

𝑎𝑎 = 𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅𝑅 √2

Equation 3-3

The relation between the amplitude and the mean of the positive values is
calculated with Equation 3-4:

Equation 3-4

∑�𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖)�

𝑎𝑎 = 𝜋𝜋 �

𝑁𝑁

� 𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒𝑒, 𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖) =

0
𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖)

𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖) < 0
𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑥𝑥(𝑖𝑖) > 0

This is the easiest and fastest way for calculating the amplitude of the output
signal. It also turns out to be the most convenient way to achieve this, since DSP analogto-digital converters normally operate by treating voltages less than 0 V as 0 V.

3.5.

Signal Processing for comparing the response magnitudes

3.5.1. Sum of square of differences (SSDs)
Once the amplitudes are calculated, the similarity between the two signals may be
represented by the sum of the squares of the difference (SSD) between both signals,
shown in Equation 3-5:
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Equation 3-5

𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 = ∑𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖=1�𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗,𝑖𝑖 − 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟,𝑖𝑖 �

2

Where 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗,𝑖𝑖 are the amplitudes of the considered case and they are compared to the

baseline 𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟,𝑖𝑖 .

3.5.2. Sum of square of differences for multiple sensing point
The FFT or an amplitude estimation method is then used to calculate the
frequency transfer function. Studies have shown that the calculated spectrum for any
measurement point on the structure is a signature characteristic and behaves consistently
as long as no change occurs on the condition of structure. As soon as the condition
changes due to applied load or structural damages, the frequency spectrum changes. To
quantify the changes using the SuRE method, the Squared Difference (SD) of frequency
spectrums with respect to a reference one is used from Equation 3-6:
Equation 3-6

𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚×𝑛𝑛×𝑝𝑝 = �𝐴𝐴𝑚𝑚×𝑛𝑛×𝑝𝑝 − 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚×𝑛𝑛×𝑝𝑝 �

2

Here, R and A are the reference and altered data matrices, including the frequency
spectrums of intact and damaged structures. The dimension of each data matrix is m rows
by n columns by p layers. m includes the frequency samples of point n during the p
measurement. In this case, the Sum of the Squared Differences (SSD) for each scan point
is calculated from Equation 3-7:
Equation 3-7

𝑆𝑆1×𝑛𝑛 = ∑𝑚𝑚 𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚×𝑛𝑛

S is a matrix with the size of measurement points that contains a SSD value for
each scanning point. This value quantitatively represents the amount of change in the
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spectrum for each scanning point. Depending on the configuration, scan S could be a onedimensional or two-dimensional array.

3.5.3. Normalized sum of square of differences (NSSDs)
In this study, the structure was excited using a piezoelectric element and the
surface vibrations were monitored by the scanning laser vibrometer. The reference scan
was performed when all the bolts were tight.
The altered scans were performed after one or more bolts were loosened. The
change of the compressive forces on the structure surfaces changed the surface response
to excitation. To quantify the change, the Squared Difference (SD) of two matrices is
calculated with Equation 3-8:

Equation 3-8

𝐷𝐷2 𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 = (𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 − 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 )2

R and A are the reference and altered data matrices obtained by the spectrum
analyzer. Data matrices have m rows by n columns, where each column includes the
frequency spectrums of a scan point. The frequency range was distributed over the matrix
row. The average of the squared differences was calculated with Equation 3-9:

Equation 3-9

𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 =

1

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚

𝑛𝑛
2
∑𝑚𝑚
𝑖𝑖=1 ∑𝑗𝑗=1 𝐷𝐷𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗

where m and n are the number of frequencies and the number of scan points,
respectively. The Normalized Squared Differences (NSD) was obtained from dividing the
squared differences by the average in Equation 3-10:
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Equation 3-10

𝐷𝐷 2

𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
�𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗 =
𝐷𝐷
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴

The normalized differences for each scan point could be averaged versus the
frequency range to obtain the Normalized Sum of Squared Differences (NSSD), and in
fact this criterion was an array with the size of scan points:
Equation 3-11

1

�𝑖𝑖,𝑗𝑗
𝑆𝑆𝑖𝑖̅ = 𝑛𝑛 ∑𝑛𝑛𝑗𝑗=1 𝐷𝐷

𝑆𝑆̅ is a matrix with the size of the scanning grid that contains a normalized value

for each scanning point. This normalized value quantitatively represents the amount of
change in the spectrum for each scanning point. Depending on the dimension of the scan
grid, 𝑆𝑆̅ could be a one-dimensional or two-dimensional array and could be represented in

different graphical ways.

3.6.

Experimentation setup
In this study, three different approaches were used for implementing the SuRE

method. In order to excite surface waves on the beam, an APC piezoelectric model D.750”-2MHz-850 WFB was attached to the middle of the plate. All the approaches
excited the surface with a piezoelectric element (Figure 3-8). To remove oil and any
other possible contaminants, the surface of aluminum plate was cleaned with acetylene,
ethanol and water. The bonding agent was LOCTITE Hysol Product E-30CL epoxy
adhesive, with a curing time of 24 hours. An applicator gun simultaneously mixed and
dispensed the bonding agents from a dual-cylinder cartridge by passing the ingredients
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through a mixing nozzle. Normally, a frame is used to position the specimen in front of
the laser head (Figure 3-7). The scan points are marked on the clamp to make sure that at
every step of experimentation the same points would be scanned. A RIGOL DG1022
function/arbitrary waveform generator with a maximum peak-to-peak amplitude of 20
volts generates the waves. In order to have a higher signal-to-noise ratio in measurement
points, the waveform is amplified by 5 times through passing a TEGAM power amplifier
model 2348. The laser scanning Doppler vibrometer (LSDV) model Polytech PSV-400
remotely measures the surface vibrations from a grid of scan points on the aluminum
plate. Due to the limitation of sampling frequency of the A/D converter of laser junction
box, an external data acquisition system was used. Data Translation simultaneous A/D
convertor model DT9832-A was employed to capture the peak holds of the transfer
function for the frequency input sweep sine wave. The maximum sampling rate of the
device was set to 1 million samples per second. This allowed a maximum frequency of
400 kHz to be sampled. Since the SuRE algorithm requires the frequency domain data,
the FFT of the input data was used. The DT9832-A has a built-in FFT package.
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Figure 3-7 An example of the frame used to hold the plate for laser scan
The first two approaches monitored the surface vibrations with a second
piezoelectric element but used different approaches for the analysis of the monitored
signal. The third approach used the scanning laser vibrometer to monitor the surface
waves at a grid on the surface. They will be briefly discussed in this section.

Figure 3-8 ¾” diameter APC PZT model D-.750"-2MHz-850 WFB
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3.6.1. Implementing the SuRE method with Digital Signal Processors (DSP):
Figure 3-9 shows the schematic of implementing SuRE method. It uses the Signal
Analyzer or Microchip dsPIC33FJ64MC802 DSP mounted on a Microstick development
board. One limitation of the DSP was that it could not generate good quality sine waves
through Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) at the frequencies desired. A Midnight Design
Solutions Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS) board, the LLC DDS-60 Daughterboard, was
used to generate the sine waves.

The generated sine waves were passed through

AD826AN operational amplifier to boost signal power and applied to the piezoelectric
element attached to the structure. The signal of the other piezoelectric element on the
structure was sampled through the DSP after it was conditioned with another operational
amplifier (AD826AN). Sampling was performed at the 1.1 million samples per second.
The DSP selected the test frequencies, collected data, calculated the amplitudes,
compared them with the reference signal and estimated if the structure is under a
compressive force or not.

Figure 3-9 The experimental setup for the SuRE method using a signal analyzer and a
DSP circuit
The embedded device that has been developed based on PIC’s 16-bit Digital
Signal Controller is shown in Figure 3-10. A Digital Signal Controller (DSC) is a single-
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chip, embedded controller that integrates the control attributes of a Microcontroller
(MCU) and the computation capabilities of a Digital Signal Processor (DSP). They are
designed to execute digital filter algorithms and high-speed precision digital control
loops. The model dsPIC33FJ128MC802 has a maximum analogue to digital conversion
speed of up to1.1Msps which covers the frequency range of interest for our experiments.
The Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) module was used to
establish a communication line with the microcontroller. This way the raw data was
transferred to the PC to post processing using the SuRE method. Each data file included
two columns to include the excitation frequency and corresponding monitored
amplitudes.

Figure 3-10 Embedded device for the SuRE method (a) power source, (b) dsPIC33f, (c)
DDS-60 (e) OPAMP (d) UART (e) R232-USB adapter
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3.6.2. Implementing the SuRE method with spectrum analyzer:
Surface waves were generated using a piezoelectric element.

Second

Piezoelectric element was used to monitor the surface waves at the other end of the beam.
The excitation signal was generated and the monitored signal was analyzed by using the
Stanford Research Systems (SRS)-SR780 spectrum analyzer shown in Figure 3-11. The
spectrum analyzer generated the sweep sine wave and calculated the magnitudes of the
transfer functions between the excitation signal and the response at the 1 – 100 KHz
range.

Figure 3-11 Stanford Research Systems (SRS)-SR780 spectrum analyzer.
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3.6.3. Monitoring with a scanning laser vibrometer (Laser Doppler Vibrometer):
The Polytech PSV-400 Scanning Laser Vibrometer (Laser Doppler Vibrometer),
shown in Figure 3-12, was used for measurement of the surface waves. The sensitivity of
the piezoelectric element is much higher than the scanning laser vibrometer. However,
the scanning laser vibrometer may measure the oscillations at much more small areas
compare to the piezoelectric elements and the vibrations of hundreds of points may be
measured without attaching anything to the surface. Typically a laser system will have to
perform multiple scans at a single point, taking many averages, to be as accurate as a
piezoelectric-based system.

Figure 3-12 PolyTech PSV-400 Laser Doppler Vibrometer experimental set up; (a)
Vibrometer Controller (b) Scanning Head (c) PSV software (d) the SuRE method colormap (e) Aluminum plate
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4. SIMULATION OF THE SURFACE RESPONSE TO EXCITATION METHOD
FOR STRUCTURAL HEALTH MONITORING
4.1.

Introduction
In this study, COMSOL was used to simulate the surface response to excitation

method (SuRE method). The SuRE is a frequency–domain technique similar to
electromechanical impedance method where the changes in frequency transfer function
are considered as damage indicators. An aluminum beam with a piezoelectric element
bonded is modeled using COMSOL’s piezoelectric module. The frequency spectrum of
the structure is monitored through a frequency range of (20kHz-400kHz). A frequency
domain sweep study was performed to simulate the sweep sign generation. A set of probe
points measured the response to simulate the experimentations. In experimental tests laser
scanning vibrometer measures the surface oscillations from a grid of scan points. The
changes in spectrums of probe points due to milling, drilling and cutting operations are
investigated using sum of squared differences (SSD) method.

4.2.

Implementation of SuRE Algorithm
In this study, COMSOL simulates laser vibrometer monitoring surface

accelerations during various metal cutting operations through a grid of scan on an
aluminum beam. Figure 4-1 shows a schematic of aluminum beam, PZT exciter; 5×7
probe points and the metal cutting operations.
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Figure 4-1 Schematic of aluminum beam with PZT exciter, scan probes and drilling,
cutting and milling operations.
Based on the SuRE method first a baseline data was measured probe points.
Subtracting material from the model simulated each manufacturing operations. Based on
the SuRE method described in this section, the SSD values were calculated and compared
to those of baseline at every step of operation. The behavior of surface waves and SSD
values and their response to each operation were studied.
4.3.

Use of COMSOL Multi-physics for Sure-based Manufacturing Process

Performance Monitoring Method
Table 4-1 Dimensions of beam, piezo and operations
Property

Value

Property

Value

Length of Plate

36 [in]

Width of Cut

.05 [in]

Depth of Plate

2 [in]

Depth of Cut

0.95 [in]

Thickness of Plate

(1/16) [in]

Location of Cut

26.2[in]

Radius of Piezo

0.375 [in]

Width of Milling

0.75 [in]

Thickness of Piezo

0.040 [in]

Depth of Milling

1.5 [in]

Radius of Hole

0.5 [in]

Location of Mill

22 [in]

Location of Hole

30 [in]
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The model used in this study was an aluminum specimen with
(2in)×(36in) beam and (1/16in) thickness. The piezoelectric is attached to the middle of
the beam. Table 4-1 shows the dimension of materials and operations being used in the
model:
The model was created in COMSOL’s piezoelectric device module and
investigated in a frequency domain study. The beam material is aluminum with density of
2700 kg/m^3, modulus of elasticity of 70GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.33. The
piezoelectric element is Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT-4) type with density of 7500
kg/m^3.
Although the physics of this study is piezoelectric devices, the physics of
beam is set to linear elastic material to reflect the multi-physics nature of this study.
According to experimentation boundary condition of both ends of the beam is fixed
constraints and everywhere else is free. The lower surface of piezoelectric element is
considered as ground with a zero charge and upper surface is charged with the
piezoelectric element is charged with a 20 Volts. Figure 4-2 shows the geometry of the
model of this study.
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Figure 4-2 Aluminum beam model with a PZT element in center; drilling, cutting and
milling are simulated.
The model meshed with free tetrahedral elements. The minimum mesh size was
set 50mm and the maximum mesh size was set 500mm (Figure 4-3).

Figure 4-3 Meshed model with free tetrahedral elements
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The surface response to excitation method excites a sweep of high-frequency
surface-guided waves on the work-piece and measures the instantaneous Fast Fourier
Transform of the response in the probe points. To simulate this process of the SuRE
method, a frequency domain study was chosen and the frequency range of 20-400[kHz]
with step of 1[kHz] was performed. The initial values of displacement and velocity for all
points were zero. The amplitudes of response and their time derivatives of each probe
point were obtained from the solution. The final solution includes the spectrum of
transfer function for 35 probe points. The baseline data was obtained when the beam was
intact and following data sets obtained after each of the drill, cut and mill was performed.

4.4.

Simulation Results
Figure 4-4 shows a typical spectrum from a probe point resulting from simulation.

The concept of the SuRE method is based on assuming consistency of these spectrums in
the absence of damages. Another characteristic of method is the local sensitivity of
spectrum to the structural damages.

Figure 4-4 Accelerations vs. frequency in spectrum from a probe point
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In presence of a fatigue cracks the spectrum of probe points adjacent to crack will
influenced more than the farther ones. This phenomenon is demonstrated in Figure 4-5
(a) and (b). Both figures compare the spectrums of before and after the drill hole was
introduced to the beam. In Figure 4-5(a) the probe point is located on the 2nd probe
column and in Figure 4-5(b) the probe point is located on the 6th probe column.

Figure 4-5 (a) Spectrums of before and after the drill hole from a probe in 2nd column (b)
Spectrums of before and after the drill hole from a probe in 6th column

Both spectrums are influenced due to the presence of drill operation but the probe
point in the 6th column is showing much more deviation from its initial condition.
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According to schematic shown in Figure 4-1 the drilling operation was performed
between 6th and 7th scan probes. Therefore, this phenomenon reflects the locality property
of transfer function spectrums.

4.4.1. Drilling
Since the study was a frequency domain study, the solution set includes a set of
displacements for each frequency starting from 20[kHz] to 400[kHz] with 1[kHz] step.
Figure 4-6 shows the solution for displacements of the beam for the 1st frequency step,
20[kHz].

Figure 4-6 The drilling surface displacements solution for the 1st frequency step;
20[kHz].

While there is significant vibrations in the vicinity of piezoelectric, no
considerable local change in the oscillations close to hole has occurred for the 20[kHz].
The advantage of the SuRE method is that it is not limited to a single frequency and a
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range of frequencies is examined. Figure 4-7 shows the exaggerated displacements on the
beam for 22[kHz].

Figure 4-7 The drilling surface displacements solution for the 3rd frequency step;
22[kHz].
In 22[kHz] significant vibrations are surrounding the hole which means that this
frequency to the creation of hole in this specific location of the beam. The SuRE method
compares the spectrums of all probe points to the baseline ones using the sum of squared
differences method as described in chapter 1. The bar diagram in Figure 4-8 shows the
SSD values for all scan points after drilling.
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Figure 4-8 Bar diagram of SSD values vs. scan points for drilling.
The maximum SSDs are occurred in probe points 25-35. These probes are located
in the 6th and 7th scan columns that are surrounding the drill hole. Figure 4-9 gives
another perspective of behavior of SSD values by demonstrating a color-map of them
over the surface area of beam.

Figure 4-9 Color-map of SSD values vs. scan surface for drilling.
The color-map reveals the drill hole in the correct location. Prior to this only the
presence of machining operation could be estimated by monitoring the changes in the
SSD values. Similar color-maps could be used for the SuRE-based manufacturing process
monitoring systems to monitor the correct location of operation. A simple image
processing could locate the position of red spot and compare it to programmed machining
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operation. Depending on the number for data points even it is possible to estimate the
dimensional accuracy and surface quality using a higher definition of color-map.

4.4.2. Cutting
The cutting operation was a symmetric double cut type from ends of the beam’s
width. But the cut was not all the way through and small part still was connecting the left
and right sides to the cut to each other. In this case, three distinguishable behaviors were
observed in the way the surface waves reacted with the cutting edges.
Figure 4-10, 25 [kHz] case, shows the beam in which the waves passed through
the narrow connection in the cut without a considerable interaction with the cutting
edges.

Figure 4-10 The cutting surface displacements solution for the 6th frequency step;
25[kHz]; waves passed thought cut without considerable interaction.
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Figure 4-11 The cutting surface displacements solution for the 7th frequency step;
26[kHz]; waves reflected from cutting edge.
In Figure 4-11 26[kHz] case, surface waves are reflected from the cutting edges
creating a considerable oscillations on the left side of the edge while the right side is
pretty much calm. In the 3rd case the waves passed thought the cutting edge and created
magnified amplitudes around the cutting edge. This case is shown in Figure 4-12 for
34[kHz].
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Figure 4-12 The cutting surface displacements solution for the 15th frequency step;
34[kHz]; waves passed thought cut with showing interaction.
In Figure 4-13 the color-maps of SSD values highlighted the cutting edges
correctly in the middle of scan area.

Figure 4-13 Color-map of SSD values vs. scan surface for cutting.
The bar diagram of SSD values in
Figure 4-14 shows the values increase in probe points close to the cutting edges.
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Figure 4-14 Bar diagram of SSD values vs. scan points for cutting

4.4.3. Milling
The milling operation was the closest operation to the location of piezo in the
middle of beam. Figure 4-15 shows that the oscillations adjacent to milling operation are
combined to those around the piezo. This phenomenon shows that in order to have
consistent measurements the location of piezo element should be chosen in a reasonable
distance from manufacturing operations.

Figure 4-15 The cutting surface displacements solution for the 14th frequency
step; 32[kHz]; waves interacted with milling are mixed with vibrations around piezo
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Figure 4-16 shows the SSD values for scan points and their color-map over for the case
of milling operation.

Figure 4-16 Bar diagram of SSD values vs. scan points for milling.

4.5.

Conclusions
COMSOL provided an insight of behavior of surface guided waves and their

integration with cutting edges. It revealed the surface oscillations for every frequency
step and the probe points were able to generate spectral data similar to those in the SuRE
method. In chapter 6 COMSOL proves to be consistent with experimental data where
experimentation is designed with similar condition on the same specimen that was
studied in this chapter. The results of this simulation could be used to identify the
reliability of the SuRE method for complicated geometries and various damage scenarios
in SHM application. Also based once the reaction of surface waves with the damage type
is revealed in each frequency, it is possible to identify the optimum frequencies for
monitoring purposes.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SURE METHOD FOR STRUCTURAL HEALTH
MONITORING (SHM) APPLICATIONS
5.1.

Monitoring the Load Condition of a Beam Remotely by Using Scanning Laser

Vibrometer
5.1.1. Introduction
The loading location estimation capability of the surface response to excitation
(SuRE) method was studied for a beam. Load was applied to different locations of a
beam. Surface was excited with a piezoelectric element. The scanning laser vibrometer
was used to monitor the surface response characteristics of the entire surface. These
characteristics were presented with 2-D pseudo-colored plots. The study indicated that
the surface response characteristics change with application of a significant load to a
beam, and the sensitivity of the scanning laser vibrometer is satisfactory to monitor
surface waves. These changes may be detected almost at the entire beam. The maximum
change of the surface response characteristics is around the load application point.
Various sensors may be used to detect load and to estimate its location.

5.1.2. Experimental setup
The experimental set up was shown in Figure 3-12. The experimental setup was
prepared to study the surface response of an aluminum plate when loads were applied to
the different points of it while a piezoelectric element excited the surface.
An APC piezoelectric element with 0.75 inch diameter was attached to an
aluminum beam with 2” width, 1/32” thickness and 36” length. LOCTITE Hysol Product
E-30CL epoxy adhesive was used to attach the piezoelectric element to the aluminum
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beam. Two additional beams were prepared similarly by using the aluminum beams with
1/16” and 1/8” thicknesses.
The aluminum beams were installed into the experimental setup presented in
Figure 5-1. The frame was holding the aluminum beam. There were 10 bolts in the
frame to apply load to the beam at the desired point(s). Polytec PSV-400 junction box
generated the excitation signal. The sweep sine wave was generated in 20-40 kHz
frequency intervals to keep the signal to noise ratio maximum. The signal was magnified
by using TEGAM power amplifier model 2348 to the 30 Vpp amplitude.

The

piezoelectric element was excited with the magnified signal. The PSV-400 Polytec
scanning laser vibrometer directed the laser beam to the programmed grid points and
measured the surface vibrations.

Figure 5-1(a) Frame (b) Screws to apply load to the beam
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5.1.3. Results
The effect of loading on the surface response of different points distributed to the
beam was studied by using the scanning laser vibrometer. The vibrations of 72 points
located at a 3×24 grid were monitored automatically. As it is shown in the Figure 5-2,
the points on the piezo are deactivated meaning that laser vibrometer is not going to scan
them. The reason is that the target structure to be scanned is the beam surface and points
on the piezo do not reflect the surface vibration of beam. For scanning any target it
should always considered to eliminate scan points on the piezo element because of high
level of noise in those spectrums the post processing could lead to problematic results.

Figure 5-2 Scanning grid; blue is scan points, white is already scanned and brown is
deactivated points
Figure 5-3 shows the results at three different loading conditions. In each case the
hot spot close to the bolt that applied the force to the beam. The color map diagram
shows the distribution of the normalized value of the sum of square of differences
between the no load and loaded spectrums. A force was applied to the left side, center
and right side of the beam. Similar results obtained were obtained when the tests were
repeated with three beams with different thicknesses (1/8”, 1/16” and 1/32”). The thinner
plate was affected the most since the applied torques to the bolts was the same in all
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experiments. The hot spot most accurately identified the loading location for the thinnest
plate.

Figure 5-3 Location of application of force on the plate and the variation of normalized
sum of the squares of the differences
5.1.4. Conclusion
In this study, the loading location estimation accuracy of the surface response to
excitation (SuRE) method was studied. To evaluate the oscillations of the entire surface
scanning laser vibrometer was used. The sum of the squares of the differences was
calculated with respect to references of 72 points at a 3×24 grid. The study indicated
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that the scanning laser vibrometer may be used for implementing the SuRE method and
the location of the applied force on a plate may be detected.
Based on these results, the SuRE method may be used for remote sensing of
structural problems and loose components. Also in cases where the location is not
accessible or economically cost effective to implement the laser scanning vibrometer, the
defect or loading location may be estimated by using the SuRE method if multiple
piezoelectric elements are used for sensing.

5.2.

Inspecting Integrity of a Multi-Bolt Robotic Arm Using a Scanning Laser

Vibrometer and Implementing the Surface Response to Excitation Method (SuRE)
5.2.1. Introduction
The integrity of a robotic arm was examined remotely via a scanning laser
vibrometer (SLV) in order to detect loose bolts. A piezoelectric element (PZT) was
bonded on the robot arm for exciting surface guided waves.

A spectrum analyzer

generated surface waves within the 20-100 kHz range. The propagation of the waves was
monitored with the SLV at the programmed grid points on the robot arm.
The surface response to excitation (SuRE) method was used to calculate the
spectrums of the signals, and compare the reference scan with the altered scan.
Comparisons of before and after the scan showed that after loosening the bolt on the
robot arm, spectrums of all the grid points changed to some extent, however, the largest
changes occurred in the vicinity of the loosened bolts.
The study shows that the SuRE method was capable of detecting the presence and
location of loosening bolts using only one PZT element on a complex structure. There are
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two most important advantages of the SuRE method over the widely used impedancebased technique. The first advantage is the elimination of an expensive impedance
analyzer; the second advantage is remotely monitoring capability as long as the surface is
excited properly.

5.2.2. Experimental setup
The surface vibrations were measured at the programmed grid points by using the
PolyTech PSV-400 SLV. The Stanford Research Systems SR780 2-channel network
signal analyzer generated the excitation signal and monitored the signals coming from the
SLV. A power amplifier magnified the signal of the signal analyzer before it was given
to the PZT. (Figure 5-4)
The signal analyzer calculated the spectrum after the signal was digitized. The
analog sensors of the laser head itself can monitor the vibrations well above 100 kHz, but
the vibrometer controller analog-to-digital converter sampling frequency peaks at 100
kHz. This caps the maximum frequency that the laser software can scan at 40 kHz. To
overcome this limitation, the Stanford signal analyzer with a maximum A/D conversion
rate of 250 kHz was connected to the laser head. This allows us to capture frequencies up
to 100 kHz.
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Bolted
structure

Head of the SLV

Power
amplifier

Controller of
the SLV

Signal
analyzer

Figure 5-4 Experimental schematic
The laser system can operate for long periods of time and conduct scans at
multiple points in a relatively short period of time. The signal analyzer can only scan one
point at a time. During the experiment, the operator manually selected points with the
laser and performed scans with the signal analyzer. The low and high ends of the sweep
sine wave signal were selected as 20 kHz and 100 kHz, respectively. The low end was
selected to prevent audible sounds in the lab. The maximum sampling frequency of the
signal analyzer’s A/D determined the high end.
The

dimensions

of

the

aluminum

robotic

control

arm

were

152.5(cm)×47(cm)×33(cm) (Figure 5-5). A ¾” diameter APC PZT model D-.750"2MHz-850 WFB was attached to the center of the scanned area where the bolts were
located. The dimensions of the scanned plate were: 78.75(cm)×7.62(cm) with a 1.27(cm)
thickness and the bolts were located approximately 7.62(cm)× 4.45(cm) apart from each
other. 18 bolts were used for the structure.
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Figure 5-5 The robot structure and close up view of the scanned section

The SLV was located five feet away from the control arm of the robot. The
reference data was collected when all bolts were tight by scanning the vibration at the
points on the grid. Then, one bolt or multiple bolts were loosened and another scan
(altered data) was measured using the same grid points. Finally, these scans were
compared to each other using the algorithm described in the theoretical background. The
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positions of loose bolts were identified by locating the scan points with the highest NSSD
values.

5.2.3. Results
The tests were performed on a robot arm with a bolted joint that was connected to
the main structure via 18 bolts and nuts, out of which 16 were considered for this study
(Figure 5-6).

Figure 5-6 Bolted joint on the robot arm with bolt numbers
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5.2.3.1.

Natural Frequencies
The simple bump test method [65] was used to determine the natural frequencies

of the robot arm. The structure was hit with an impact hammer and the signal was
collected from the PZT element on the arm. The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of the
signal was calculated. The dominant peaks, which were determined by peak hold of the
instant FFT response, were used to determine the natural frequencies of the structure.
Table 1 shows the first five natural frequencies of the robot arm in two separate tests of
the tight and loose bolt cases:
Table 5-1 Natural frequencies of the robot arm
1st
Tight Bolt

2nd

3rd

4th

5th

61.35 (Hz) 82.39 (Hz) 180.04 (Hz) 381.46 (Hz) 628.61 (Hz)

Loose Bolt 61.35 (Hz) 82.39 (Hz) 180.05 (Hz) 381.47 (Hz) 628.62 (Hz)

To test the effect of the loose bolts on the natural frequencies of the structure, the
measurements were repeated after loosening the single and multiple bolts. The changes of
the natural frequencies were very small. In the experimental studies, such small changes
have been observed when the experiments were repeated at the same conditions.
Environmental noise and small computational errors of signal analyzers could cause
those changes. Our results agreed with the previous studies like Todd et al. (Todd,
Nichols, Nichols and Virgin 2004), where the natural frequencies did not exhibit enough
sensitivity detecting loose bolts.
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In our study, high frequency surface waves were employed and the changes in the
measured spectrums were used for detecting the single and multi-loose bolts similar to
the impedance method.

5.2.3.2.

Detection of Loose Bolts in Linear Grid
The first experiment was designed to identify the effect of the presence of a single

loose bolt on the measured spectrum. First, a single scanning point was chosen near the
location of bolt 10. The initial reference scan was measured when all the bolts were tight.
The reference scan measurement was repeated before loosening any bolt to evaluate the
consistency of test characteristics. The altered scan data was collected for after the bolt
was loosened.
The spectrums resulting from the first two scans were almost overlapping each
other over the whole frequency range 20-100 kHz. This can be observed in Figure 5-7
(a).

This observation demonstrated consistency of the data collection and analysis

system. The third spectrum was very different than the first two, Figure 5-7 (b). The
propagation characteristic of the surface waves was consistent as long as the bolt was
tightened.

The propagation characteristic drastically changed when the bolt was

loosened. The impedance method detects the presence of loose bolts by monitoring the
same characteristics of the impedance spectrum.
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Figure 5-7 FFT spectrum comparison (a) Scan1 with all bolts tight and Scan 2 with all
bolts tight (b) Scan1 with all bolts tight and Scan 3 with a loose bolt
The next scan was performed over a linear grid including four bolts in a row. The
bolts 4, 6, 8 and 10 in Figure 5-6 were considered. After the reference scans, only bolt 8
was loosened. For each bolt, two scanning points were specified on the grid. These
points were located on the left and right-hand side of the bolts (Figure 5-8).
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Figure 5-8 Local linear scan grid with eight scanning points specified on both sides of the
lower four bolts.
Based on the algorithm developed on the theory section of this paper, the normalized sum
of squared differences (NSSD) was calculated from the spectrums before and after
loosening bolt 8, which was located between scan points number 5 and 6 in Figure 5-8.
Figure 5-9 compares the NSSDs for bolt 8 when it was tight versus loose. Figure 5-9 (b)
was used for estimating the location of the loose bolt. The NSSD of the scanning points
5 and 6 were very high compared to the other scan points. Since the scan points 5 and 6
are located by bolt 8, this result clearly indicates that bolt 8 was loosened. The results of
this section also confirm that the highest values of the NSSDs are observed at the nearest
scanning points to the loosened bolt.
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Figure 5-9 Normalized sum of square of differences for linear local scan for (a) before (b)
after; single bolt was loosened
The typical changes of the SSD values of a structure without any loose bolts and
with one loose bolt are presented in Figure 5-10. The SSD values of the scan points are
due to measurement errors, external noise and calculation errors. These values were
close to each other when there were no loose bolts. The SSD values of all scan points
increased more than 70% when a bolt loosened. A threshold value may be found easily
since the change was significant. The change of the SSD at the scan point closest to the
loose bolt was more than 150%. Based on this figure, the SSD values may be used for
detecting the loose bolt and estimating its location. Using the normalized SSD (NSSD)
values are more convenient for locating a loose bolt while the existence of the problem is
detected from the SSD values.
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Figure 5-10 Sum of Squared Difference (SSD) values before and after loosening bolt 8.
The proposed method may be implemented in the field by using the following
procedure: First, the SSD values of the scan points are calculated. If the SSD values are
below a threshold, the structure should not have any loose bolts.

To improve the

robustness of the method, the average of the SSD values are calculated and a secondary
threshold is established by multiplying the average SSD value with a coefficient such as
1.2. The secondary threshold may be compared with the SSD values of the scan points to
avoid false alarms if the diagnostic system is used in extremely different operating
conditions. Such as testing the system when the engines are at the idle and cruise speeds.
The second step will be used when some of the SSD values are over the threshold. The
location of the loose bolt will be estimated by using the NSSD values.
5.2.3.3.

Detection of Loose Bolts in Two Dimensional Grid

The two-dimensional grid was designed to locate one scan point next to each bolt.
Therefore, the number of scanned points and the number of bolts on the structure were
the same. The reference scan and a second scan with the same conditions were performed
to confirm the consistency of the results.
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Figure 5-11 shows the normalized sum of squared differences when both scans were
measured before loosening the bolt (first and second reference scans). There are 16 bars
and each one corresponds to a point close to one of the bolts
Normalized Sum of Square of Differences
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Figure 5-11 Bar diagram of normalized sum of square of differences for full arm without
any loose bolts

In Figure 5-11 no major changes were identified for scan points before loosening the bolt.
Another scan was performed after loosening two bolts in the upper row (bolts 3 and 5).
Figure 5-12 shows that the approximate location of these bolts could be detected.
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Figure 5-12 Bar diagram of normalized sum of squared differences for full arm
with two loose bolts
The test was repeated after the bolts close to the scanning points 3 and 5 were
loosened. The contour map of Figure 5-13 shows that the highest peaks are at the
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scanning points close to the location of the loose bolts. The adjacent areas were also
affected. The contour map shows that the highest peaks were located at columns 3 and 5,
and identified the loose bolts better. The contour map was not smooth since the numbers
of the grid points were very limited.
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Figure 5-13 Contour map of normalized sum of squared differences for full arm
scans with two loose bolts; bolt 3 and bolt 5 are loosened.

5.2.3.4.

Detection of Loose Bolts in Full Arm Grid
In this section, an experiment for a single loose bolt was performed, followed by

another experiment using multiple loose bolts. The density and size of the scan grid were
designed to cover the whole bolted section of the robot arm.
The size of the scan grid was increased to improve the resolution and to
demonstrate the consistency of the results. The vibrations of 60 points were monitored on
a 20×3 scan grid (Figure 5-14).
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Figure 5-14 Two-dimensional full arm scan grid with 20 columns and 3 scan
points in each column
Data was not collected from the scan points that were located on the piezoelectric
actuator. The scan test points are illustrated with the blue points. Figure 5-15 shows a
three-dimensional bar diagram that demonstrates the normalized sum of the squared
differences. In this experiment, bolt 8 was loosened.
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Figure 5-15 Normalized sum of squared differences for full arm scan; only bolt 8 is
loosened
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The maximum values of NSSDs are located around columns 9 and 10 in Figure 5-15. In
Figure 5-14), columns 9 and 10 are encircling bolt 8. This means that the location of the
maximum NSSD values correctly identified the loosened bolt 8.
The two-dimensional contour map in Figure 5-16 is also prepared using the same
NSSD values, where the location of the loose bolt is better identified.
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Figure 5-16 Contour map of normalized sum of squared differences for loosening bolt 8

The red spot in Figure 5-16 shows the peak of the NSSD values that corresponds
to the scan points 9 and10.

5.2.3.5.

Detection of Multiple Loose Bolts in Full Arm Grid
The reference data was collected when all bolts were tightened. The same 20×3

scan grid in Figure 5-14 was used in this experiment. To evaluate the performance of the
proposed approach in a more challenging scenario, bolts 2 and 7 located at opposite
corners of left side of the scan grid were loosened. The normalized sums of squared
differences were calculated and those values were used to prepare the 3D bar graph and
2D contour map.
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Figure 5-17 Normalized sum of squared differences for full arm scan; bolt 2 and
bolt 7 are loosened
Figure 5-17 shows the NSSD values when bolts 2 and 7 were loosened. The
highest peaks in this bar graph were located at the lower 2nd column and upper 9th
column of the scan grid. These scan points are adjacent to the bolts 2 and 7 in Figure
5-14.
The contour map of the NSSD values presented in Figure 5-18 clearly illustrates
the location of the loose bolts within two red spots.
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Figure 5-18 Contour map of the normalized sum of square of differences for
multiple bolt loosening

The spectrums of each point were very similar when the test was performed using
the same test conditions. When one or multiple bolts were loosened the propagation
characteristics of the surface waves were changed. The changes of the spectrums were
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consistently more significant around the loosened bolts. The location of the loose bolts
could be easily visualized with the help of 3-D bar graphs and 2-D contour maps. The
results improved by increasing the grid points. The optimal grid size depends on the
geometry and material of the structure, and may be determined with several experiments.
Here, it is noteworthy to emphasize the importance of attention to the noise
problem during the experiments. Since the signal analyzer uses the peak hold to capture
the frequency spectrum, large oscillations in the input signal during the capturing process
could influence the peak holds and change their original values. During the data
acquisition process, operator must constantly monitor the spectrum on the signal analyzer
screen. In the case of any out-of-focus operation, the level of noise in the spectrum
increases instantly and eats up the lower parts of the frequency spectrum throughout the
entire frequency spectrum (Figure 5-19). Once the spectrum is distorted due to noise, it
will no longer overlap the intact frequency spectrum from the same scan point. This way
the comparison algorithm of SuRE method will calculate an increased NSSD value for
that point and system will generate a false alarm.

Figure 5-19 Effect of noise in the FFT spectrum
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5.2.4. Conclusion
The surface response to the excitation (SuRE) method was used to identify the
loose bolts on a large robot structure. The surface was excited with a piezoelectric
element and the response was monitored remotely with a scanning laser vibrometer.
The loose bolts were identified accurately at all tests; either single bolt or multiple
bolts were loosened. The surface vibrations were very small and required careful data
collection with a separate spectrum analyzer. However, the SuRE method was found
effective for detecting the loose bolts and identifying their location. The scanning laser
vibrometer was able to collect the data very quickly and test many points on the structure
without attaching a large number of piezoelectric elements at the considered grid
location. In addition, the scanned surface area under the laser beam was extremely small
and convenient for special applications involving miniature machine components.
The study was performed with different scan grid sizes to investigate the effect of
the grid size in the results. It was necessary to have at least one scanning point next to
each bolt to be able to locate the loose bolt(s). The scan grid with the minimum grid
points required the minimum scanning time. Increasing the number of the grid points
proportionally increased the scanning time while the resolution improved, and
consequently the locations of the loose bolts were identified more accurately. The 3-D
bar graphs and 2-D contour maps helped visualizing of the location of the loose bolts.
Among them, 2-D contour maps were more effective when the number of grid points
were satisfactory.
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The major challenge of this study was the high noise to signal ratio. The small
amplitudes of the surface waves and remote measurement of these tiny surface
oscillations were two primary sources of the noise. The surface waves were created with
a PZT element attached to the surface. To maximize the amplitude of the surface waves,
a power amplifier was used to provide higher power to the PZT element than the
spectrum analyzer can provide.

However, at the 20-100 kHz frequency range, the

amplitudes of available exciters are much smaller compared to the typical electrodynamic exciters operating at the 0-200 Hz frequency range. In addition, the amplitude
of the waves decreases while the waves travel from the PZT to the boundaries.
The second source of noise was from scanning from a remote location to measure
the tiny surface waves. Compared to monitoring the voltage coming from the PZTs
attached to the surface, the noise is much higher at the SLV outputs. This could be due to
the noncontact nature of the measurement and very small scanning surface area. In
addition, the power of the laser beam was lower at the boundaries of the scanned grid
compared to the central point. The auto focusing capability of the SLV avoided out-offocus operating the optic system at the boundaries. The size of the scan area should be
carefully selected to be sure that the noise is within the acceptable levels when the
boundaries are scanned. Therefore, there is a limitation in the dimension of the scan area
depending on the distance of the laser head from the target area.
In practical applications, assessment of the environmental noise is recommended
before implementing any SHM method. Generally, forced vibrations and their harmonics
disappear within 20 kHz; however, impact forces are felt throughout the entire spectrum.
If the environmental noise is very low at the test frequency range, the SuRE method may
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be implemented by using the SLV. Instead of the SLV, multiple piezoelectric elements
may be attached to the grid points for implementing the SuRE method if the noise is too
high for the SLV system. Authors believe the noise problem needs to be thoroughly
investigated before implementing the proposed method at the field.

5.3.

Surface Response to Excitation Method for Structural Health Monitoring Using

Neural Networks
5.3.1. Introduction
Composite materials have been preferred for critical applications when maximum
strength/weight ratio and corrosion resistance are required.

In addition, composite

materials with embedded sensors have been considered for aerospace vehicles with
powerful structural health monitoring (SHM) capabilities. Piezoelectric materials have
been widely used for SHM applications due to their dimension change capability with
charge and low price [141].
Surface response to excitation (SuRE) method used separate piezoelectric
elements for excitation and sensing to eliminate the need for impedance analyzer used by
the electromechanical impedance technique. SuRE excited high frequency surface waves
on the structure and directly measured the voltage from piezoelectric element(s). Both
methods detected the damage of a structure or change of the loading conditions by
calculating the sum of square of differences between the spectrums of the sensor at
different stages of the life of the structure in most studies. The purpose of this study was
to estimate the location of a compressive load applied to a composite glass-fiber/epoxy
plate with minimal human input. Two piezoelectric elements were used for excitation
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and sensing. The spectrums of the received signals were classified by using neural
networks.

5.3.2. Experimental Setup
The performance of the SuRE method was evaluated using a DSP-based device
and neural networks. The implementation procedure of SuRE method for SHM of a beam
with a DSP has been discussed in section 3.6.1.
Both the excitation and sensing were performed using APC piezoelectric model
D-.750”-2MHz-850 WFB. Two PZT elements were bonded on the 6×2×1/12 (in)
composite beam 2.5 inches apart from each other (Figure 5-20) using LOCTITE Hysol
Product E-30CL epoxy adhesive.

Figure 5-20 Load applied on four points (points 2-5) on a composite beam using a clamp
The excitation signal is a series of pure sine waves that starts with a
frequency of 20 kHz and goes up to 100 kHz with changes of 100 Hz each 0.21 ms
approximately (this time changes depending of the number of points desired to acquire
for each frequency segment). The amplitude of these sine waves was always 6 V.
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In this study, the spectrums were used for training two neural networks to detect
the presence of load on an composite beam. Based on the SuRE method first a reference
measurement was captured from a set of measurement points. The measurements were
from piezoelectric elements and for training the neural networks 70% of the samples
were used for training, 15% of the samples were used for validation and the last 15% of
data was used for testing.
For each configuration, 20 experiments were taken and the spectrum saved. Total
of 100 experiments were conducted. In the first approach for training, the LevenbergMarquardt algorithm trained neural network using this dataset a. the input of the neural
network was 800 sample points that built the spectrum response. The output of it was a
number between 1 and 6 depending of where the load was applied (Table 5-2). In the
second approach for training, the data from the first row of load points in Figure 5-20 was
used to train the neural network and the data from the second and third row were used to
evaluate its performance.
Table 5-2 Output of neural network based on load condition
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

Load

Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5

Point 6

For the Based on the method described in section 3.5.1, the SSD values were
calculated for the five point loads. The behavior of SSD values after introducing the load
were analyzed and compared to the performance of neural networks.
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5.3.3. Results
The signal received is converted to the frequency domain, taking for each
frequency segment n_max maximum points and calculating the median point of this
array. The parameter n_max depends of the quantity of samples acquired per each
frequency segment. A typical spectrum response is shown in Figure 5-21.

Figure 5-21 A typical spectrum built with the time domain data
Figure 5-22 compares the spectrums from signal generated while the load was
applied to any of the 6 load points versus the original spectrum without load.

Figure 5-22 Comparison between spectrums depending of load application point
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Table 5-3 summarizes the average error and the average time spent for training of
each algorithm. Using the scaled conjugate method, the results are highly accurate. Also,
the spent time in training the algorithm is shorter than the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm. Furthermore, the number of neurons at the hidden layer does not have any
relation with the error. The average time spent for training the algorithm has a
proportional relationship with the number of neurons used. The ideal number of neurons
to be used for training the neural network is 12.
Table 5-3 Result comparison between both training algorithms
Average Error [%]

Average Time Spent [s]

Neurons
Levenberg

- Scaled Conjugate Levenberg

- Scaled Conjugate

at Hidden layer
Marquardt

Gradient

Marquardt

Gradient

6

11.24

2.83

1.09

0.48

9

16.87

1.84

1.17

0.42

12

5.25

0.34

1.87

0.45

15

7.53

8.72

2.98

0.39

18

5.90

1.84

4.87

0.55

21

13.28

0.81

6.04

0.59

24

6.79

1.69

9.13

0.62

27

5.75

0.03

10.47

0.54

30

9.30

7.67

12.39

0.42
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Figure 5-23 shows the comparison of the classification results for one of the best
performances of the best methods (i.e. with 12 neurons at the hidden layer). The
estimations were very good in 27 of the 30 test cases.

Figure 5-23 Comparison of classification results of both methods
The trained neural network was tested by using the spectrums when the load was applied
to the second row. Separate neural networks were trained to estimate the column and row
of the test points. The neural network estimated the test columns (Figure 5-24-a) of the
applied load more accurately compared to the test row estimations (Figure 5-24-b).
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Figure 5-24 Performance of the neural network when (a) the test columns, (b) the test
rows were estimated
The study indicated that the Levenberg-Marquardt type neural networks may be trained
for estimating the location of the compressive forces on a composite plate by using the
spectral characteristics. The proposed method is very effective for estimation of the
distance of the compressed force from the end of the beam.
Figure 5-25

shows that sum of the SSD have been able to detect the presence of load on the

beam. A jump in SSD values has occurred due to the presence of load on the beam.
However, no consistent trend was observed as the load moved from point 2 to point 5.
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Figure 5-25 Sum of square of differences between the no load reference spectrum and
load spectrums

5.3.4. Conclusion
The implementation of the Surface Response to Excitation (SuRE) method was
conducted using a DSP circuit. Two different types of algorithms for training the neural
network were used. Both have good results but the Scaled Conjugate Gradient presented
highly improved results. If more data is collected, and the load applied in the beam is
known, the neural network could be trained to detect intermediary points and load
measurement on the beam. Sum of square of differences method only detected the
presence of the load on the beam and couldn’t identify its location.
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6. IMPLEMENTATION OF SURE METHOD FOR PART-BASED MACHINING
PROCESS PERFORMANCE MONITORING
6.1.

Laser scanning vibrometer for remote process performance monitoring of

automated manufacturing operations
6.1.1. Introduction
In this study the Surface Response to Excitation method (SuRE) is employed for
remote performance monitoring of manufacturing operations. Feasibility of the SuRE for
monitoring basic machining operations including cutting and drilling is studied. The
proposed method has an advantage over conventional vision-based process performance
monitoring systems. By choosing the scan points away from position of operation, it is
possible to monitor the procedure. The reliability of this technique is examined through
observing similar results after repeating the experimentation in similar conditions.
6.1.2. Experimental setup
A schematic of experimentation procedure is shown in the Figure 6-1.

Figure 6-1 schematic of experimentation process
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The specimen that was used in this experimentation was a 2in×36in×1/16in
aluminum beam. An APC piezoelectric element model D-.750"-2MHz-850 WFB was
attached to the middle of the beam using the LOCTITE Hysol Product E-30CL epoxy
adhesive. The aluminum beam was clamped in both ends within a wood frame. This
wood frame and beam were fixed to the experiment table to avoid any movements during
the operations. This way the scan points remained the same at all steps of the operation.
As it is shown in Figure 6-2, the scan grid includes 42 scan points that are
arranged in 3 rows and 14 columns with the piezo element at the middle. The scan points
were evenly distributed on both sides of the piezo and the scan points on the piezo were
disabled. Size of scan area is 1.5in×21in. Scan grid includes two local operation regions
where the manufacturing operations were conducted. Region 1 (R1) was used for cutting
and region 2 (R2) was used for drilling. Scan points were marked on the work piece in
order to make sure that at every step scans were exactly captured from the same points.

Figure 6-2 3×14 scan grid with 42 scan points; Region 1 for cutting (R1) and
Region 2 (R2) for drilling
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At the first step of experimentation, cutting operation was performed at region 1
which is 3in left of the beam center. The depths of cut were 0.125 in, 0.250 in and 0.375
in respectively. The second operation was drilling at region 2, which was performed at 6
steps. Table 6-1 shows the diameter of drill cutter that was used to create the hole on the
aluminum beam at every step:
Table 6-1: Drill hole diameters (inches) at during a 6 step drilling process
1

2

3

4

1

6

7

8

.09375

.1093

.125

.1562

.1875

.21875

0.1875

0.250

The PSV software of laser is capable of calculating the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) of measured time data. The entire scan was captured in a single data file and
exported for the post processing purpose. MATLAB was used to program and implement
the SuRE algorithm. The NSSD values were calculated for all scan points for each step of
operation. Contour map graphs of NSSD values were plotted to visualize the behavior of
NSSDs and relate them to the manufacturing operation being studied.

6.1.3. Results
Figure 6-3 (b) shows the contour map of normalized squared differences for the
cutting process. The red region of the contour map graph clearly identifies the cutting
process on the upper edge of aluminum beam in the correct location.
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Figure 6-3 (a) The cutting process on the aluminum beam and (b) the
corresponding contour map of normalized sum of squared differences

The interesting observation about the obtained results is that although the maximum
changes in NSSD values are around the cutting edge, other areas of the beam also
demonstrate changes in NSSD values to some extent. There is a yellow and orange area
on the left side of the hot spot in Figure 6-3 (b) while the right of the cutting edge is
mostly blue. This means the NSSD values have undergone more changes in the left hadside of the cutting edge than the right-hand-side. It makes sense knowing that the
piezoelectric is located at the center of the beam and the cutting region R1 that is located
on the left side of the piezo actuator. The piezo element excited the surface waves and
they traveled from center to left side of the beam. Once the cutting process was
performed, the presence of the cutting edge on the path of surface waves caused change
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in their propagation characteristics to the rest of the beam. This fact was reflected in the
NSSD values increasing to some extent in the orange and yellow area of the in Figure
6-4. Another observation during the experiments was that NSSDs values of every scan
points were increased after every step of the cutting process. This phenomenon is shown
at the for a scan point in the red area close to the cutting operation.

Figure 6-4 Normalized sum of squared differences (NSSDs) of scan point [2,6] at
during the cutting operation

The NSSD values showed similar pattern even in the scan points that were not
adjacent to the cutting edge which could be used to monitor the performance of the
cutting operation in automated manufacturing systems.
The Figure 6-5 shows an example of the NSSDs on the left of the cut edge within
the yellow-orange area of Figure 6-3 (b).
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Figure 6-5 Normalized sum of squared differences (NSSDs) of scan point [1,3] at
during the cutting operation
Due to the observation of Figure 6-5, the NSSD values could be collected away
from where the process is happening. The importance of this point is that in industrial
manufacturing the area close to the cutting process usually is covered with chips and
cooling agent and could not be used for the data acquisition. Even in the vision-based
systems cleaning and removing the work-piece is the biggest challenge for commercial
application.
The drilling process was performed through 8 steps on the region R2 on the beam.
Figure 6-6 shows how the NSSD values. The red area shows that the maximum values of
NSSDs are occurred at adjacent to the drill hole. There is also a yellow area on the right
side of the red spot. The presence of this area shows that the wave propagation
characteristics are changed after waves travel through the drill hole area.
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Figure 6-6 The drilling process on the aluminum beam and the corresponding
contour map of normalized sum of squared differences
In the Figure 6-7 NSSD values at each step of drilling process on a scan point
within the red area of Figure 6-6 is shown. A similar increasing behavior could be
observed compared to the cutting process.

Figure 6-7 Normalized sum of squared differences (NSSDs) of scan point [2.11]
at during the drilling operation
The behavior is almost consistent throughout the entire experimentation (other
than step 7) and NSSD values almost doubled at the last step. Therefore, they could be
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correlated to the hole-diameter and be employed in development of drilling process
performance monitoring.
The inconsistency that was observed in the step 7 of the drilling process was due
to the noise in laser vibrometer measurements. During this study, the scans were
performed completely automatically. After each step of operations, the LSV
automatically scanned the entire grid and it switched from one scan point to another
without any interference. Although this is much more convenient to perform the scans, it
leaves the vulnerability to the presence of noise in the measurements and could lead to
reduced reliability of the method.

6.1.4. Conclusion
An automated process monitoring of two basic machining processes was developed
through modifying of an already existing structural health monitoring technique. Once an
efficient SHM process is developed, that could be implemented with minimal expense
and equipment, it would be possible to inspect several manufacturing processes. The
advantages of such a method are no- interference with the manufacturing process and
evaluating tool or product condition with complicated configuration. Due to simplicity of
the proposed algorithm, the method avoided heavy computational costs and expensive
equipment required in methods like machine vision-based SHM. Due to the non-contact
nature of the laser beam, it was possible to collect data from any point on the work-piece
and locate the best possible points to locate the piezoelectric elements. The method’s
implementation in real world automated manufacturing processes requires considerable
more experimentation.
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6.2.

An Experimental Investigation of Part-based Process Performance Monitoring

Method for Machining Process Monitoring
6.2.1. Introduction
In this study, part-based process performance monitoring (PbPPM) is studied for
application in remote performance monitoring of machining operations. Earlier in chapter
4 the numerical simulations using COMSOL revealed the pattern of interaction of surface
wave with each machining operation. The results of this study showed that sums of
square of differences (SSDs) values were sensitive to machining operation and increased
at each step of operation. The purpose of current study is to validate those results
experimentally. The laser scanning vibrometer (LSV) collected data from a grid of scan
points overlapping with the probe points of numerical study. Results revealed that the
color map diagrams of the SSDs successfully indicated the presence of operation on the
work piece, its location, and the extent and type of operation. The reliability of this
technique is examined by observing similar results after repeating the experimentation in
comparable conditions.
6.2.2. Experimental setup
The specimen used was a (2in) × (36in) aluminum beam with (1/16in) thickness.
Figure 6-8 shows a schematic of experimentation set up.
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Figure 6-8 Schematic of experimentation set up
The choice of non-contact sensing system allows the analysis of behavior of SSD
values over the entire beam surface. Figure 6-9 shows the scan grid, which includes 35
scan points that are arranged in 5 rows and 7 columns. Dimension of scan area is
(2in)×(7.5in). Scan grid is designed to accommodate three local operation areas shown in
the figure. First the drilling was performed in R1 section, then cutting was done in R2
area and finally milling operation was conducted in R3 area. In order to make sure to
scan exactly the same points after each operation, the scan points were marked on the
work piece.

Figure 6-9 scan grid including 35 scan points on a 5×7 grid with region 1 for
drilling (R1), region 2 for cutting (R2), and region 3 for milling (R3)
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Due to the limitation of sampling frequency of A/D converter of laser junction
box, an external data acquisition system is used. Data Translation simultaneous A/D
convertor model DT9832-A is employed to capture the peak holds of the transfer
function for the frequency input sweep sine wave. The maximum sampling rate of the
device was set to 1000000 samples per second, which lets a maximum frequency of 400
KHz to be sampled. Since the SuRE algorithm requires the frequency domain data, the
FFT of the input data is used. The DT9832-A has a built in FFT package. The FFT size
was set to 16384 and Hanning window function was used as smoothing window.

6.2.3. Results
Both the drilling and cutting processes were performed in 8 steps. Table 6-2
shows the cutter diameter in drilling operation and depth of cut in cutting operation at
each step of the corresponding process:

Table 6-2 Cutter diameter in drilling process and Depth of cut in cutting process
Step

1

2

Diameter (in) 1/16
Depth (in)

3

4

5

6

7

7/64

9/64

5/32

3/16

15/64 1/4

0.125 0.25

0.375 0.5

0.625 0.75

8
5/16

0.875 1

Figure 6-10 (a) shows the color map plots of the sum of squared differences. The
red area identifies the location of highest SSD values. Figure 6-10 (b) shows the threedimensional surface representing the change in the SSD values. The peak is clearly
distinguished in the area 1 at the exact location of drilling operation.
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Figure 6-10 (a) Color map diagram of sum of squared of differences for drill process; (b)
three-dimensional graph of SSD values for drilling process

The maximum increase in SSDs was in the location of operation. The behavior
was consistent and nonlinear. Figure 6-11 shows the SSD values and the uncertainty in
measurement in the form of error bar diagrams for the drilling and cutting operation.
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Figure 6-11 values and uncertainty during 8 steps of (a) drilling (b) and cutting
process

In order to present a more general trend of behavior of SSD values, the SSD
values of entire 6th column and 4th row of measurement points are shown in the Figure
6-12. Since laser vibrometer has a low signal to noise ratio, in some cases measurements
were influenced by noise and this problem cause abrupt increase in SSD values.
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Figure 6-12 Sum of square of differences for measurement points in column 6
(top) and row 4 (bottom)

Figure 6-13 (a) shows the contour plots of sum of squared differences for cutting
operation. The cutting operation was a symmetric double cut type from both ends of the
beam’s width. The red spot reveals the local increase of SSD values in both sides of
cutting area. Also as the depth of cut increased during each step of operation, the extent
of red spot increased as well. Figure 6-13 (b) shows the increased SSD values in the form
of a three-dimensional surface plot.
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Figure 6-13 contour plots of SSD for (a) step 2 with 0.25 depht and (b) step 6 with
0.75 depth

6.2.4. Conclusion
Our study proved that the location and dimensions of completed multiple
machining operation may be inspected by using the SuRE method. The sensitivity of the
PbPPM method was very good in drilling and cutting operations. The sensitivity of the
method decreased when the milling operations were evaluated. The numerical
simulations of chapter 4 identified the optimized parameters of frequency sweep. Study
of SSDs also showed that their behavior is consistent through the entire surface of work
piece. The SSD values showed the sensitivity to three basic parameters of the slot;
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namely length, depth and width. The sensitivity was very good when the length and width
changed. Sensitivity was less when the depth changed.

6.3.

A non-contact method for part-based process performance monitoring in end

milling operations
6.3.1. Introduction
PbPPM method was employed for inspecting the completed milling operations.
Laser-scanning vibrometer was used to monitor the propagation of high-frequency
surface waves on an aluminum plate in presence of milling operation. Due to the noncontact nature of this study no interference occurs with the milling process. Results
showed that the PbPPM method could evaluate the completed metal removal.

6.3.2. Experimentation setup
An aluminum plate was used in this experimentation with (4 in)(11 in)(0.4 in)
dimensions. Figure 6-14 shows the experimental setup for SuRE system.
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Figure 6-14 Experimentation setup for SuRE system

The scan grid included 50 scan points that were arranged in 5 rows and 10
columns with the piezo element in the middle. Dimensions of scan area were (3.5in) by
(9.5in). Scan grid in the both sides of piezoelectric included five columns of scan points
(Figure 6-15). In total 10 milling operation were conducted in the areas between the scan
points. In each operation the region is located between two scan columns. The frequency
rang was set to 20-400 kHz.
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Figure 6-15 Scan grid included 50 scan points that were arranged in 5 rows and
10 columns with the piezo element in the middle

6.3.3. Results
The purpose of this study was to evaluate the potential capacity of PbPPM method for
remote process monitoring of milling operation. Four different sizes of High Speed Steel
(HSS) milling heads shown in Table 6-3 were used. Experiments were divided into three
categories for analysis of effect of length, depth and width of the milling on
measurements.
Table 6-3 HSS flat head milling heads being used for the experiments of this study
Milling Head

First

Second

Third

Fourth

Size (in)

1/8 * 3/8

3/16 * 3/8

5/16 * 3/8

3rd 3/8 * 3/8

For each study the milling operations were performed in a stepwise approach and
at each step the specimen was scanned. In the case of milling length analysis, the milling
operation was performed at three steps using an ACRA milling machine. The HSS
milling head sizes in this case was 3/8×3/8 (in). The advantage of using laser-scanning
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vibrometer could be realized in real time analysis applications. While scan points close to
the operation are covered with the metal chip and coolant, the scan points away from the
operation are available for remote data acquisition (Figure 6-16).

Figure 6-16 The coolant and cutting chips are covering the scan points in area
close to milling operation

The data for every scan point was analyzed in the frequency domain. Before any
milling operation the reference scan was performed on the intact plate. The reference
scan was repeated in order to evaluate the consistency of the procedure. Then, the milling
operation was performed for study the effect of length, depth and width of milling on the
measurements. The milling for each case was performed in certain number of steps
according to the Table 6-4. After every step of operation, a laser scan was captured from
the same scan points on the plate.
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Table 6-4 HSS flat milling heads used for the experiments of this study
Milling step

First

Second

Third

Forth

Length (in)

0.375

1.475

4.51

-

Depth (in)

0.03

0.06

0.09

-

Width (in)

1/8

3/16

5/16

3/8

Next figure compares the measured frequency spectrums from the first and
second reference scan. Majority of peaks and valleys of both reference spectrum overlap
in Figure 6-17 (a) while after the milling in Figure 6-17 (b) the captured spectrum don’t
match to the reference.

Figure 6-17 1st Reference spectrum vs. 2nd reference spectrum, 5 (b) 1st reference
spectrum vs. 1st milling spectrum

According to the part-based process performance monitoring (SuRE) the sum of
squared differences (SSDs) of each spectrum from reference spectrum was calculated for
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all scan point at each step of milling operation. Since the SSD values were calculated for
all scan points, contour map plot of those values at every step could give a visual
understanding of the procedure. The change in the frequency spectrum could be observed
in three different ways. Peaks dropped, raised and drifted with respect to the original
position in the reference scan.

6.3.3.1.

Study of milling length
The study of the length of milling was conducted on the left side of the plate

within areas R1 to R4 (Figure 6-15) for each of the four milling sizes. Contour map of the
SSD values over the surface of the plate is shown in Figure 6-18. Considering that the
area R1 was located on the left side of the plate and the operation was performed on this
area, the red spot of the contour map successfully identifies of the operation on the plate.

Figure 6-18 Contour map of SSD values on the scan area for the (a) 1st milling
(b) 2nd milling (c) 3rd milling
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Figure 6-19 Maximum SSD values on the scan area for the study of milling length
(a) 1st milling step (b) 2nd milling step (c) 3rd milling step

At every step, the maximum values of SSDs occurred close to the location of
operation. A secondary weaker red spot is also appeared away from the first one. The
study revealed that the SSD values in this area show similar pattern to those close to the
location of operation. These values potentially could be used for monitoring the
operation. Figure 6-19 demonstrates the SSD values increase by increasing the length of
milling.

6.3.3.2.

Study of milling depth
The operation for study of the depth was performed in the area R5 (Figure 6-15),

which is located on the right side of the plate within 3rd and 4th columns of the scan grid.
In Figure 6-20 the three-dimensional contour map of the SSD values correctly identifies
the location of the milling operation on the plate.
This is a property of SuRE method that is useful in damage localization in SHM
applications. It could be used to monitor the correct location of each operation in
automated machining monitoring applications. Dimensional accuracy is another
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important property in machining. Figure 6-21 includes SSD values for the three
consequent steps of the millings where the depth of milling has increased in each step
according Table 6-4. As the milling depth increases, the maximum value of the SSDs also
increases.

Figure 6-20 Three-dimensional demonstration of SSD values on the scan area

Figure 6-21 SSD values versus depth of milling increasing in 3 steps
6.3.3.3.

Study of milling width
The study of milling width was performed in 4 steps in the R5 region between 3rd

and 4th scan columns (Figure 6-15). Although the change in the value of SSD in the study
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of milling depth had similar value to those of depth and length, due to the larger SSD
values in this level of study, the relative value of changes in the SSD seems to be small in
Figure 6-22.
Therefore, among all three basic parameters that were studied, SSD values
showed the least sensitivity to the milling depth. Especially, in scan points close to edges
of the plate the behavior of SSDs was not consistent. But if the position of the scan point
is chosen carefully in central areas of the plate, a more reasonable behavior could be
observed. Therefore, if for any reason one of the operations was not performed, it could
be detected before specimen moves on to the next operation.

Figure 6-22 7.10 SSD values versus depth of milling increasing in 4 steps

6.3.4. Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to monitor the quality of the completed milling
operations using PbPPM technique. The variation of the spectrums was evaluated by
calculating the sum of the squares of differences (SSD) between the reference and
spectrums after each machining operation. The SSD values quickly increased when the
size of the slot changed. The SSD values showed the sensitivity to three basic parameters
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of the slot; namely length, depth and width. The sensitivity was very good against length
and width. It was minimum to depth change.
Instead of monitoring the machining operation with sensors, the performance of
the completed operation may be evaluated with piezoelectric sensors attached to the
workpiece in milling operations. This would reduce the cost of inspection and bring the
initial investment to a minimum. In addition, the same sensors may stay on the workpiece for monitoring application in the rest of the manufacturing process.

6.4.

Surface Response to Excitation Method for Part-Based Manufacturing Process

Monitoring of 3D Objects
6.4.1. Introduction
The purpose of this study was to investigate the efficiency of PbPPM method
through various implementation techniques in multi-dimensional machining monitoring
applications. Various possible scenarios of orientation of where the excitation,
monitoring and operation are not located the same plane, were considered and the
reliability of technique was proved in each case.
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Figure 6-23 Laser sensor-based implementation procedure of part-based process
performance monitoring

6.4.2. Experimental setup
The performance of the PbPPM method was evaluated using threeimplementation technique. The schematic of Figure 6-23 shows the laser-sensor-based
implementation procedure using laboratory equipment.

6.4.2.1.

Piezoelectric-Based Implementation
Five PZT elements were bonded on the 3.2×2×0.75 (in) aluminum block (Figure

6-24). Three piezos were bonded to the top surface were the operation was introduced.
Also one piezo at the center of each of the two side perpendicular planes (bottom and
left) bonded. The surface waves are excited in a stepwise manner over a certain
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frequency range between 20-400 kHz the type of excitation is a sweep sine wave over.
After the reference data measurement, the damage to the block was introduced as a
surface milling 1×3/16×.05 (in). The sensing performed via both contact and non-contact
approaches. In the contact method, after choosing the exciter PZT, the remaining
piezoelectric electric elements were used as sensors. The reference data was captured for
each of the five piezos used as exciter one by one.

Figure 6-24 Schematic of aluminum block with five piezoelectric elements bonded on
three perpendicular faces and laser scan points
6.4.2.2.

Laser Vibrometer-Based Implementation

In the case of non-contact sensing, the scanning head of laser scanning Doppler
vibrometer (LSDV) model Polytech PSV-400 remotely measured the surface vibrations.
A grid of scan points, (shown in Figure 6-24) were specified for each of the six facets of
the block and data was measured from these points. Data Translation simultaneous A/D
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convertor model DT9832-A was employed as the data acquisition module. In the case of
multiple sensing points, the simultaneous analog input operation of the high performance
DT9832-A module allowed reducing the acquisition time. In this study Spectra PLUS-DT
software designed for the data translation line of USB modules was used. The real-time
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis property of software combined with the peak hold
option was used to capture the signature frequency transfer function. Data was exported
for post processing in MATLAB using the surface response to excitation algorithm.

6.4.2.3.

Embedded Device-Based Implementation

To reduce the time and cost of implementation for practical applications an
embedded device based on PIC’s 16-bit Digital Signal Controller was used. For more
information on the details of implementation techniques please refer to 3.6.1.

6.4.3. Results
The results are presented in the three upcoming subsections for each of the
implementation techniques described in the previous chapters.

6.4.3.1.

Contact Sensing Piezoelectric-based implementation
Using PbPPM method the reference data was measured first. Figure 6-25 shows

the baseline spectral data when piezo 1 was exciting measured from piezos 2-5. Every
measurement of this study was repeated three times to verify the consistency of
spectrums and identify any possible uncertainty in measurements. The basic concept of
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PbPPM method is shown in Figure 6-25. Where all of the spectrums overlap while no
change has occurred in the condition of structure. Another observation in Figure 6-25 is
that the majority of dominant peaks are in the range of less than 200 kHz.

Figure 6-25 Reference data measured from piezo 2 when piezo 1 is exciting
The change in the spectrums due to the presence of damage is investigated. The
experimentation set up is similar to the laser implementation procedure except the fact
that the laser sensor was not used. Once one of the piezoelectric elements was dedicated
to excitating, the remaining elements were used as sensors. This way five reference data
sets were collected. Each of these data sets included the data from four piezo sensors.
Figure 6-26

shows spectrums of damaged block. In order to show the changes more clearly

the data is presented in a zoomed range (110-150 kHz).
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Figure 6-26 Frequency spectrums data measured after surface damage to block; piezo 2
exciting and piezo 1, 3, 4 and 5 sensing
In order to quantify the changes in the spectrums after introductin of milling slut, PbPPM
uses the sum of square of differences (SSD) index shown in Table 6-5. This tabel reflects
the change in SSD index calculated from piezoelectric-based measurements.
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Table 6-5 Sum of squared differences before and after damage

Exciter
Piezo1
Piezo2
Piezo3
Piezo4
Piezo5

Piezo1

Piezo2 Piezo3

Piezo4

Piezo5

Ref

0.47

0.62

14.22

Dmg

16.48

164.57

172.44 141.09

11.17

Ref

11.51

13.03

17.18

Dmg

226.33

290.14

154.25 119.33

Ref

20.47

13.35

4.05

Dmg

211.70

301.36

200.88 163.43

Ref

6.72

5.69

Dmg

136.99

175.03 159.89

Ref

4.57

9.38

Dmg

125.78

101.63 110.95

21.11
2.89

7.63
7.08
3.60
158.50

4.32
226.18

The lowest SSD values were when piezo 4 and piezo 5 were exciting. Still these
values are well above the uncertainty values and indicate the presence of damage.
A bar diagram of SSD values when piezo 3 was exciting is shown in Figure 6-27.
SSDs have increased more in data from piezo 1 and 2 than data from piezo 4 and 5. This
could be due to the fact that in the former the exciter, sensor and damage are all located
on the same plane. Also another observation is that the highest SSD is calculated in data
from piezo 2. This could be interpreted due to the fact that the surface damage is located
between the piezo 1 and 3.
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Figure 6-27 Bar diagram of sum of square of differences from laser data; piezo 3 exciting
and piezo 1, 2, 4 and 5 reading
6.4.3.2.

Non-Contact Laser vibrometer-based implementation

In the case of measurements from Laser vibrometer, data was collected from all
six faces of the block. The sensing points were shown in Figure 6-24. Figure 6-28 shows
the SSD values from the laser measurement scan points, as piezo 1 was exciting.

Figure 6-28 Sum of square of differences from laser data; piezo 1 exciting and laser
vibrometer measuring data from scan points
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6.4.3.3.

DSP device-based implementation
The monitoring frequency in the case of experiments with digital signal

processing device was limited to 20-250 kHz. The frequency response function after the
creation of surface damage on the block is shown in Figure 6-29.

Figure 6-29 Frequency spectrums from DSP data; piezo 4 exciting piezo 1, 2, 3, 5 reading
The highest range of peaks is within 100-220 kHz. The sum of squares of
differences for data from DSP device is shown in Figure 6-30.

Figure 6-30 Sum of square of differences from DSP data; piezo 2 exciting and piezo 1, 2,
3 and 4 reading
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6.4.4. Conclusion
The experimentations are designed to evaluate the performance of PbPPM method
in machining monitoring of multi-face three-dimensional objects.
Different scenarios where considered where the exciter, sensor and damage were
not located in same planes. SuRE method was implemented using laboratory
equipment’s, laser scanning vibrometer (LSV) and an embedded low cost digital signalprocessing (DSP) device
All of the baseline spectrums overlapped before introducing any damage
structure. As soon as the surface damage was introduced to the structure the spectrums
changed for all measurement points on the block. the SSD values could discriminate the
location of presence of damage only when the sensor and exciter where located in the
plane of damage (If it is between the sensors or not was making a difference in SSD
values). The lowest SSD values were the case of piezo 4 and piezo 5 exciting. Still these
values are well above the uncertainty values and indicate the presence of damage.
Although the laser scanning vibrometer measured signals where much weaker than those
of piezos, there was a considerable increase in SSD values in presence of damage. The
low cost embedded DSP board developed for the PbPPM method captured results very
similar to those of expensive laboratory equipment.
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7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this chapter, the performance of the SuRE method is evaluated when a simple
DSP, spectrum analyzer and scanning laser vibrometer were used in separate studies.
Performances of Teager-Kaiser (TKA) [19,20], Goertzel [21], RMS and average of the
positive readings algorithms will be discussed for estimating the characteristics of the
piezo-structure combination.
The outline of this chapter is as follows: first, the performances of the amplitude
estimation algorithms will be compared. These algorithms were considered for the DSP
system. Next, the performance of the DSP system will be presented. Spectrum analyzer
was used for inspecting composite coating. Finally, the performance of using the SuRE
method with a scanning laser vibrometer will be discussed for detecting a loading point.

7.1.

Investigation of Computational Efficiency and Validity of the Surface Response

to Excitation Method
The Surface Response to Excitation (SuRE) method excites the surface of the
structure with a piezoelectric element. The generated vibrations at critical points on the
surface are measured with other piezoelectric elements, a laser vibrometer or other
sensors. Then, the magnitude of the transfer function between the excitation and the
sensory signal is monitored. The performance of the SuRE method was evaluated using a
low-cost Digital Signal Processor (DSP) system, spectrum analyzer, and laser vibrometer.
The accuracies of the Teager-Kaiser (TKA), Goertzel, RMS and average of the positive
values algorithms were evaluated for magnitude estimation. The SuRE method was
employed successfully for detecting compression loads by using the DSP system.
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Existence of composite coating was inspected using a spectrum analyzer. Finally, the
method was used to detect localized loads on an aluminum plate with a laser vibrometer.
To speed up analysis by the use of the incoming signal by the DSP, two methods were
initially considered, the Teager-Kaiser (TKA) [20,22,23] and Goertzel [21] algorithms.

7.1.1. Comparison of magnitude estimation methods
First, a sweep sine wave was generated with 0.00001 second sampling interval
between 2 kHz and 35 kHz range. There were 100 frequency components in the signal
and 10 periods of the sine wave were created at each frequency. First, the amplitude of
the signal was estimated by using Goertzel, RMS, average of the positive values and
TKA algorithms, shown on the left of Figure 7-1. Goertzel and RMS algorithms gave
very similar and most accurate estimations.

The estimations of the average of the

positive values algorithm were also very good. All the algorithms outside of the TKA
knew the excitation frequency, worked with the data of 10 periods of the sine wave at
each frequency and estimated only the amplitude. The TKA algorithm estimated the
frequency and amplitude from only 3 samples. The estimation accuracy was lower
compared to the others at these much difficult estimation conditions.
Second, the frequency response of a 1-DOF (Degree Of Freedom) system with 15
kHz natural frequencies and 0.01 damping ratio was simulated for the sweep sine wave.
The Goertzel, RMS and average of positive values based algorithms made very similar
estimations on the right side of Figure 7-1. The results showed the Goertzel gave the most
accurate estimations. The estimations of the RMS and the average of the positive values
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algorithm were almost the same. The TKA algorithm results were not put in the plot
since the accuracy of the method was not as good as the others.

Figure 7-1 The frequency response estimation for a sweep sine wave signal of
amplitude 1 (left), The frequency response estimation for a simulated 1-DOF system
(right).

7.1.2. Implementation of the SuRE method with a DSP system
The Microstick-based DSP was programmed with the average of the positive
values algorithms. It was used for detecting a compressive force applied to the middle of
an aluminum beam.
The DSP took less than 5 seconds to scan the determined frequency interval and
correctly identified the existence of the compressive force of a hydraulic crimper. The
experiment was repeated twelve times. In the first four tests, there was no compressive
force. The data was collected four more times with the compressive force applied. Later,
the compressive force was released and data was taken again four times. The Microstick
calculated the amplitudes at the scanned frequencies and uploaded them to a PC. The
averages of four experiments at three different conditions are presented in Figure 7-2,
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left. The first case without any compressive force was used as reference and the sums of
the squares of the differences were calculated at the twelve conditions (Figure 7-2, right).
The magnitude characteristics of the initial and after-release cases were very similar to
the reference and sums of the squares of the differences were very small. The sum of the
squares of the difference increased drastically when the compressive force was applied.
The performance of the DSP circuit was evaluated with and without compressive force
for 1 hour. No wrong estimation was encountered.

Figure 7-2 The average magnitude response of the of the tests at the initial
condition (Data 13), with the load applied (Data 14), and with the load released (Data
15). The SSD values for the 12 test cases were also calculated (right).

7.1.3. Inspection of composite coating by using the SuRE method
An aluminum beam with (41 cm x 4 cm x 0.16 cm) dimensions was used in the
experiments. A composite coating with approximately 0.32 cm thickness was applied to
one side of the beam which has no piezoelectric elements, shown in Figure 7-3.
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Figure 7-3 One side of the aluminum test beam surface was coated with a
fiberglass
The experiments were performed using the spectrum analyzer. The magnitudes of
the transfer functions calculated with the SuRE method, and the sum of the squares of the
differences before and after the coating are compared at six different frequency intervals
in Figure 7-4. The six frequency intervals are 5 kHz - 16.7 kHz, 16.7 kHz - 33.3 kHz,
33.3 kHz - 50 kHz, 50 kHz - 66.6 kHz, 66.6 kHz - 83.3 kHz, 83.3 kHz - 100 kHz, from
left to right.

Figure 7-4 The estimated magnitude response (left) and the sum of the squares of
the differences at 6 frequency intervals (right). Data 12 and 14 are without and with the
coating respectively.
The coating process made significant change at all frequency bands.

This

observation indicated that the manufacturing quality or integrity of the composite coating
may be monitored by using cheaper DSPs at sampling rates as low as 60 kHz. The
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change was five times significant at the 80 kHz - 100 kHz band. The sensitivity and
resolution is supposed to be better at this band. The results indicated that the SuRE
method has similar characteristics and capabilities with the impedance method. The data
collection and analysis may be significantly simplified by adding one piezoelectric
element.

7.1.3.1.

Implementation of the SuRE method by using scanning laser
vibrometer:
An aluminum plate with a piezoelectric element bonded to the center was

mounted in a wood frame, shown in Figure 7-5 (a). Single-point force was applied to the
back of the plate by tightening a bolt. The piezoelectric element was excited with a
sweep sine wave from 20 kHz to 40 kHz.

A PolyTech PSV-400 scanning laser

vibrometer was used to measure the vibrations at selected grid points on the surface of
the plate, similar to how the previous experiments used the second piezoelectric element.
However, in this case, the laser could scan dozens of points of the entire surface and
generate each point's frequency response.
The scanning laser vibrometer scanned a grid with 10 ×10 points covering an
area of 6"×11" on the surface of the plate. This surface scan data obtained by the laser
was then fed into Matlab software and contour plot was prepared from the sum of the
squares of the differences of the spectrums Figure 7-5 (b).
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Figure 7-5 Various scans taken with the laser vibrometer looking for localized
loads. The load was applied to the bottom right.

7.2.

Effectiveness of tested approaches

7.2.1. Comparison of effectiveness of laser scanning vibrometer, DSP system and
spectrum analyzer for implementing SuRE method
In order to compare the performances of each of the methods introduced for the
implementing the SuRE method, the set up shown in the schematic of Figure 3-9 was
used. The Non-destructive load experimentation was designed to compare the
performance of PolyTech PSV400 laser scanning vibrometer, Stanford Systems spectrum
analyzer and Mikrostick with dsPIC33F. Each device captured two initial reference
scans. Then, for each of the six points shown in Figure 7-6(a), the data was captured two
times; the first time after application of load and the second time after removing the load
by releasing the clamp. In the case of laser vibrometer, the laser beam pointed to the
location of monitoring PZT on the beam.
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Figure 7-6 Comparison of sum of squares of differences, Column 1-6 is corresponding to
clamp applying load on point P1-P6; Schematic of load tests for comparison (left), data
from spectrum analyzer (right)

Three data sets were obtained corresponding to devices that were used. According
to the SuRE method, sums of squares of differences of measured spectrums versus
reference spectrums were calculated for all data sets. Figure 7-6 (b) compares the SSDs
processed from laser data with the data from the spectrum analyzer. The columns 1-6
show the SSDs when the load applied to the points P1-P6. Columns 7-12 show the SSDs
corresponding to removal of load from the points. Data were recorded four times at every
step of experiment for the purpose of uncertainty analysis. Table 1 shows the normalized
sum of squares of differences for the three experiments performed. The data from the
spectrum analyzer is the most robust indicator of the change in the load condition of
beam. In Figure 7-7, the sums of squares of differences are normalized respect to their
maximum values.
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Figure 7-7 Normalized sum of squares of differences; load applied with the clamp
to points 1-6 respectively (left P1-P6), Load removed from the point 1-6 (right P1-P6)

While the behaviors of dsPIC and spectrum analyzer don’t show any pattern at all,
the laser vibrometer shows a semi-consistent increase in normalized values. After the
removal of load, the SSDs go back to their original reference values while, depending on
the sensitivity of the devices, some small residues were left.
Table 7-1 NSSDs for Laser vibrometer (LSV), dsPIC33F (DSP), spectrum analyzer (SA)
Clamp

Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5

Point 6

LSV

7.4164

8.5018

8.3006

9.1697

8.6205

10.1184

DSP

33.8166

25.5027

35.4274

40.9369

43.0866

40.0547

SA

766.9559

736.4150

700.0259

720.6376

774.3221

833.3652

Release Point 1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5

Point 6

LSV

3.4392

1.6033

1.9178

2.4737

1.7179

2.1119

DSP

0.8345

0.9309

1.0198

0.9443

1.0980

1.1881

SA

7.7818

24.2918

42.1611

65.3319

60.2773

80.6466
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7.2.2. Uncertainty of Measurements
During the experimentation, the data in each step was measured four times. The
root mean square (RMS) method was used to quantify the differences in spectrum
measurements during similar test conditions and is presented in Table 7-2.

Table 7-2 Uncertainty in the form of percentage of variation in measurements calculated
using the root mean square (RMS) method
Measurement

Point1

Point 2

Point 3

Point 4

Point 5

Point 6

Average

Laser

2.9467 2.0153

3.2618

1.3587

2.8296

1.9090

2.3869

dsPIC board

2.4742 2.6430

1.7761

1.6582

1.2519

1.6738

1.9129

Spectrum Ana

1.1547 1.5462

0.7067

1.8028

1.7843

2.0536

1.5080
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8. CONCLUSION
The Surface Response to Excitation (SuRE) method was developed as an
alternative to the electromechanical impedance method in SHM applications. The
purpose of this study was to implement this method in metal cutting applications with a
low-cost hardware. The reliability of the method was evaluated by detecting applied
force on plates by using a laser scanning vibrometer (LSV). The Part-Based Process
Performance Method (PBPPM) was tested on metal and composite plates. Digital Signal
Processor (DSP)-based hardware was developed to excite the workpiece with a series of
sine waves and obtain the spectral characteristics of the monitored point.
Finite element analysis was performed by COMSOL software, which simulated
the SuRE method via a frequency domain study. FEA clearly revealed the performance
mechanism of high-frequency surface waves during interaction with structural defects.
Characteristics of solution and the behavior of spectrums of probe points adjacent to
simulated milling, drilling and cutting operations not only revealed the behavior of highfrequency surface waves during interaction with cutting edges but also prospected the
promising potential of the SuRE method for part-based manufacturing process
monitoring.
The LSV monitored the surface oscillations successfully. The LSV could scan the
surface vibrations at multiple points on the surface of a plate without attaching any
piezoelectric elements. The location of the external force could be estimated from the
spectral deviations at the grid points.
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The integrity of a robotic arm was examined remotely via a scanning laser
vibrometer (SLV) in order to detect loose bolts. The study shows that the SuRE method
was capable of detecting the presence and location of multiple scenarios of loosening
bolts using only one PZT element on a complex structure.
A low-cost DSP system was developed for the implementing the SuRE method.
Two neural network (the Levenberg-Marquardt and the scaled conjugated gradient)
algorithms were used to correlate the spectral characteristics with the location of an
applied force on the surface of a beam. This approach required attachment of only one
piezoelectric element to the surface of the plate.
The sums of the squares of differences (SSDs) on a grid were calculated after the
machining operations were completed. Three basic metal cutting operations, cutting,
drilling and milling, were considered. The 2D color maps revealed the location of the
machining operations.
The sensitivity of the SuRE method was tested when the three basic parameters of
the slot, namely length, depth and width, were changed. The sensitivity was very good
when the length and width were changed. It was minimum when the depth changed.
The SuRE method was originally developed for thin plates. Generally, large
plates are used in the experiments to avoid the waves coming from the boundary surfaces
(edge of the plates). The SuRE method was used for machining processes monitoring
when the cutting operations were performed on a small thick block. The machining
operation was easily detected from the signals of the sensors located at different surfaces
of the block.

The low-cost embedded DSP board quickly obtained the SSDs with the

accuracy of expensive laboratory equipment, such as spectrum analyzers.
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The developed DSP-based device reduced the experimental time and cost of
implementing the SuRE method. The developed hardware is capable of working with
non-contact sensors.
A through comparison of sensors, signal processing and implementation hardware
showed that the SuRE method is very flexible and reliable in both SHM and PbPPM
applications. It may be implemented by using various excitation, measurement (contact
or non-contact) and analysis methods. Using multiple sensors or remotely scanning with
a scanning laser vibrometer may estimate the location of the defect. Spectrum analyzers
and even a simple DSP may complete the analysis of the data coming from the
transducers.
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